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AGENDA 

 
CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL 

 
Friday, 24th October, 2014, at 10.00 am Ask for: Theresa Grayell 
Darent Room, Sessions House, County Hall, 
Maidstone 

  
 Telephone (01622) 694277 

Tea/Coffee will be available 15 minutes before the meeting  
 

Membership (13) 
 
Conservative (5): Mrs A D Allen, MBE (Chairman), Mr R E Brookbank, Mrs P T Cole, 

Mr G Lymer and Mrs J Whittle 
 

UKIP (2): Mr B Neaves and Mrs Z Wiltshire 
 

Labour (1): Mr R Truelove 
 

Liberal Democrat (1): Mr M J Vye 
 

Co-opted Members 
(4): 

Mrs T Carpenter, Mr S Griffiths, Ms S Dunstan and Ms C Moody 
 

 
UNRESTRICTED ITEMS 

(During these items the meeting is likely to be open to the public) 
 
The Chairman will assume that all Members will read the reports before attending the 
meeting.  Officers are asked to assume the same when introducing reports. 
 
Item 
No 

 

A.  PANEL BUSINESS 
A1 Substitutes  
A2 Minutes of the meeting held on 4 September 2014 (Pages 5 - 10) 
A3 Minutes of the meeting of the Kent Corporate Parenting Group held on 4 

September 2014 (Pages 11 - 16) 
A4 Chairman's Announcements  
A5 Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC)  
A6  Cabinet Member's Verbal Update  



 • Ofsted CSE review 
 
• Day out with Principal Practitioner  
 

A7  Meeting dates 2015  
 Friday 13 February, 10am 

Thursday 9 April, 2pm 
Thursday 18 June, 2pm 
Thursday 3 September, 2pm 
Friday 23 October, 10am 
Tuesday 8 December, 2pm  
 

B.  ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION 
B1 CQC Review of Health Services - West Kent, Dartford, Gravesham & Swanley 

and Swale CCGs (Pages 17 - 24) 
B2 Head Teacher of Virtual School Kent (VSK) Annual Report (Pages 25 - 40) 
B3 The Views of Young People in Care (Pages 41 - 100) 
B4 Independent Reviewing Officer Manager’s Annual  Report 2013-14 (Pages 101 - 

134) 
C.  ITEMS FOR INFORMATION ONLY 
 Any items in this section will not form part of the meeting papers and are not for 

discussion at the meeting, but will be despatched at the same time as the 
agenda. 
 

C1 Update on Adoption service (Pages 135 - 162) 
 

EXEMPT ITEMS 
(At the time of preparing the agenda there were no exempt items.  During any such items 

which may arise the meeting is likely NOT to be open to the public) 

Peter Sass 
Head of Democratic Services  
 (01622) 694002 
 
Thursday, 16 October 2014 
 
Please note that any background documents referred to in the accompanying papers 
maybe inspected by arrangement with the officer responsible for preparing the relevant 
report. 
 
 



 

KENT COUNTY COUNCIL 
 

 
CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL 

 
MINUTES of a meeting of the Corporate Parenting Panel held in Council Chamber, 
Sessions House, County Hall, Maidstone on Thursday, 4 September 2014. 
 
PRESENT: Mrs A D Allen, MBE (Chairman), Mr R E Brookbank, Mrs P T Cole, 
Mr D S Daley (Substitute for Mr M J Vye), Ms S Dunstan, Mr S Griffiths, Mr G Lymer, 
Mr B Neaves, Mr R Truelove and Mrs Z Wiltshire 
 
ALSO PRESENT: Mr P J Oakford 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: Mr P Segurola (Interim Director of Specialist Children's Services), 
Mr P Brightwell (Head of Quality Assurance, Children's Safeguarding Team), 
Mr T Doran (Head Teacher of Looked After Children - VSK) and Miss T A Grayell 
(Democratic Services Officer) 
 

UNRESTRICTED ITEMS 
 
29. Substitutes  
(Item A1) 
 
The Democratic Services Officer reported that Dan Daley was present as a substitute 
for Martin Vye and that apologies had been received from Teresa Carpenter, Carolyn 
Moody and Jenny Whittle.  
 
30. The Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014  
 
1. The Democratic Services Officer advised the Panel that new Regulations had 
come into effect in August which allowed members of the press and public to record 
or film the proceedings of any local authority meeting open to the public.  Guidance 
on the new Regulations for Committee Members would be issued shortly by the Head 
of Democratic Services.  
 
2. Panel Members asked how the new Regulations might impact on minors and 
other vulnerable service users participating at meetings. The Democratic Services 
Officer reassured speakers that this and other practical issues arising from the new 
Regulations had been raised and were being addressed.   
 
31. Minutes of the meeting held on 19 June 2014  
(Item A2) 
 
RESOLVED that these be approved as a correct record and signed by the Chairman.  
 
32. Chairman's Announcements  
(Item A3) 
 
1. The Chairman welcomed Philip Segurola to his first Panel meeting in his new 
role as Interim Director of Specialist Children’s Services.  
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2. She then congratulated Sophia Dunstan on the excellent presentation that she 
and her OCYPC colleagues had given about the updated ‘Care to Listen’ DVD and 
the Pledge to the County Council on 15 July.   

 
3. She also encouraged all Panel members to attend the forthcoming VSK awards 
day which was to be held on 14 September at Canterbury cricket ground.  
 
33. Verbal Update from Our Children and Young People's Council (OCYPC)  
(Item A4) 
 
1. Sophia Dunstan gave an update on the following issues:- 
 
Participation days – six participation days had been organised through the summer 
holidays, which had been attended by a total of 128 young people, 35% more than 
had attended similar events last summer.  The days had included a range of 
activities, including T-shirt printing, canoeing and horse-riding.  Feedback from 
participants had been good and many young people had said they appreciated the 
participation days as a chance to meet up with their friends and siblings.  
 
OCYPC – the OCYPC had also held participation days and was planning a taster day 
in October so young people could see how it worked and what it did, the aim being to 
attract new participants. The Council had taken part in focus groups about the LILAC 
assessment and had been asked to give feedback on this and other issues via 
questionnaires. Young people were tired of responding to surveys and were not keen 
to respond to them repeatedly. They would much prefer to submit comments via an 
App or by using Twitter.  Mr Brightwell added that IROs explored methods of 
engagement as part of their role and said that he was looking into using different 
technologies. Such facilities would cost the KCC approximately £4,000 as part of a 
package of technical services for the Council’s whole children in care population. Mr 
Doran added that the ‘Kent Cares’ App offered young people a way of giving 
feedback online, but a wider range of methods was needed.  He gave the view that a 
limit of one survey in a year was enough to expect young people to respond to.  A 
report on methods of engagement would be submitted to a future meeting of the 
Panel.  
 
2. The updates were noted, with thanks.  
 
34. Verbal update by the Head Teacher of VSK  
 
Mr Doran gave an impromptu update on issues relating to the VSK.  
 
1. He reported that Sophia had completed a level 2 NVQ qualification and was 
about to embark on a level 3.  Sophia received the Panel’s congratulations. 
 
2. He reported the latest performance achieved by children in care against 
national indicators NI99 and NI101:-   
 

• Key Stage 2 results were the best ever achieved in Kent. 
 
• improvements had been seen across both maths and literacy. 
 
• Key Stage 4 results had shown an overall improvement on previous years. 
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• he had written to all Head Teachers to outline his expectation that GCSE 

results for 2014 would vary greatly due to the changes made this year to 
the marking of course work. 

 
3. In response to a concern about the potential impact of these changes on 
vulnerable children, and how the achievements of those who had scored below the 
target level could be suitably celebrated, Mr Doran explained that a press release 
would be prepared when the results were known.  However, as the results would take 
a long time to be verified, they would not be released until October. This would mean 
that they could not share the media coverage and celebration of GCSE and A-level 
results in the summer. Celebrating the achievements of VSK students would provide 
an opportunity to validate the resources put into VSK. The Chairman reminded the 
Panel that the annual awards ceremony gave corporate parents the opportunity to 
celebrate the achievements of Kent’s children in care.    
 
4. The updates were noted, with thanks.  
 
35. Cabinet Member's Verbal Update  
(Item A5) 
 
1. Mr P Oakford gave a verbal update on the following issues:- 
 
Social Worker recruitment – recruitment was currently being targeted at 
management and supervisor levels in an effort to establish stability at those levels 
first, as it was known that that good leadership and supervision support was vital to 
retain staff.  Research had shown that a time of particular vulnerability in a social 
worker’s career was around the three year mark, so particular efforts would be put in 
place to seek to support and retain staff into years four and five. Vehicle insurance 
costs and the feasibility of helping young social work graduates to afford these had 
been a challenge historically. It was hoped that, as part of its recruitment package, 
the County Council could help with such costs.  This issue was shared by many local 
authorities nationwide.  A report would be submitted to Cabinet on 8 September 
setting out current work to boost recruitment.  
 
Fostering awareness at the Mela event in Calverley Grounds Tunbridge Wells – 
he had attended the Mela to help raise awareness of fostering  
 
VSK Awards Day (September 14, Canterbury Cricket Ground) – he echoed the 
previous references to the awards day and urged Panel members to attend it. 
 
Adoption Activity Day (September 28, Oakwood) – this was the latest in a series 
of events arranged to give an opportunity for approved adopters to meet children 
seeking adoption, as part of the matching process.  
 
2. The updates were noted, with thanks.  
 
36. Looked After Children placement breakdowns  
(Item B1) 
 
1. Mr Brightwell introduced the report and explained that it had been prepared in 
response to a request from the Panel. The report sought to raise the profile of foster 
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carers and highlight the vital nature of the role they played in supporting young 
people in care and in helping the County Council to deliver good quality care to its 
children in care population. It set out the key issues on which attention should be 
focussed to improve placement stability. Mr Brightwell and Mr Segurola responded to 
comments and questions from Panel members and the following points were 
highlighted:- 
 

a) the implications of the most recent Ofsted report were that local authorities 
placing a child in a neighbouring authority’s area had a duty to tell the 
hosting authority of any risks to the child, of which they were aware;  

 
b) Kent’s children were not at any additional risk than those of any other 

authority in the UK, in terms of trafficking.  KCC was always open and 
honest in the way in which it reported and dealt with any trafficking issues 
when they did arise;  

 
c) reference was made to recent media coverage of safeguarding issues and 

the lessons which could be learnt from this to ensure that such problems 
were not repeated at other authorities.  Such cases were a timely reminder 
for other authorities to check their own practices;  

 
d) foster carers considering fostering a child would need to be given as much 

information as possible about the child by social workers before 
committing to the placement, but this preparatory briefing had not always 
happened in the past;  

 
e) some children seemed to benefit from contact with their birth family after 

fostering and others did not, and working out what would be right for any 
individual child must be very difficult.  Mr Segurola agreed that such a 
judgement was difficult to make and assured the Panel that all relevant 
information would be considered. The belief among social workers had 
been previously that contact between a fostered child and their birth family 
could only be beneficial but this had sometimes been shown not to be 
correct;  

 
f)   in response to a question about how breakdown of placements might be 

predicted, Mr Brightwell explained that there were some predictors which 
could be used to help identify children for whom a breakdown was most 
likely.  These were similar to the reasons which had brought a child into 
care in the first place and included being out of school, being one of 
siblings placed together (which was a challenge, especially if a foster carer 
had their own children) and having unaddressed health needs (particularly 
mental health and emotional issues);  

 
g) concern was expressed about the problems which had caused the break-

up of a birth family being passed on to the child’s foster family.  Mr 
Brightwell explained that national research had shown that a child who 
returned home from care was vulnerable to returning to care in the future, 
so it was important that support for the birth family was extended some 
time beyond a child returning home, to lessen the risk of them needing to 
go back into care.  National guidance aimed to promote permanence for 
children and a key role of the IRO service was to help support this, by 
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using unification plans. Mr Segurola confirmed that edge-of-care services 
were currently being reviewed and reassured the Panel that taking a child 
into care would not necessarily transfer the problem to the foster family.  It 
was often shown that a child’s problems and behaviour improved once 
they were taken away from a dysfunctional birth family;  

 
h) another Panel member emphasised that it was important to remember that 

it was not only a child’s behavioural problems which may have caused 
them to be taken into care but often the treatment they had received which 
had contributed to their situation;  

 
i)   in response to question about reducing changes of social worker, Mr 

Brightwell explained that, although it was important to understand the 
potential impact of this, and it had been cited by the OCYPC as being a 
problem for some young people, the OCYPC and young people in care 
understood that change was sometimes inevitable as social workers 
changed jobs or retired and that a good handover practice could help 
minimise the negative effects of any change; and 

 
j)   in response to a question about the possible negative effect on a foster 

carer’s own children of the placement in their household of potentially 
troubled children, Mr Brightwell explained that support was available, with 
a focus on foster siblings.  Good matching of a foster child and foster 
family was important, and it was helpful to avoid placing a child in a foster 
family which already had a child of the same age.  However, sometimes it 
was simply not possible to avoid doing this (eg if the placement were in 
response to an emergency). If the likely challenges in a placement were 
identified as early as possible, suitable support for the foster family could 
be put in place.  

 
2. Mr Brightwell reassured the Panel that a paper on this subject had been 
considered by the Kent Corporate Parenting Group on 4 September and that further 
work arising from this would be reported to a future meeting of the Panel. 
 
3. RESOLVED that the information contained in the report be noted and the 
comments made by the Panel be taken into account in future work to address the 
issue of placement breakdowns. 
 
37. Independent Visiting and Advocacy Services - update  
(Item B2) 
 
1. Mr Brightwell introduced the report and reminded the Panel that both services 
were shortly to be re-tendered. He responded to comments and questions from Panel 
members. The following points were highlighted:- 
 

a) part of the role of IROs was to quality-assure Kent’s Pledge to its children 
in care and care leavers, and this would involve auditing feedback from 
young people to social workers and managers.  The key question to be 
answered was whether or not the relevant parts of the Pledge were being 
met for the child in question. For 95% of children in care in Kent, the 
answer to this was ‘yes’.  Although past surveys had shown that many 
children in care said they were unaware of the Pledge, they were aware of, 
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and understood, the parts of it which most interested or related to them. 
Indeed, some young people were not so interested in the fact that the 
Pledge existed as they were in the fact that it said they should have their 
own computer, for example; 

 
b) some social workers were also apparently unaware of the content of the 

Pledge, but Mr Brightwell reassured the Panel that all IROs were very 
aware of its content and were required to refresh their knowledge of it 
every six months as part of their role; and 

 
c) a view was expressed that the ‘pledge’ title was unlikely to mean much to 

young people; ‘pledge’ was a word used by politicians! The Chairman 
asked Panel members for suggestions of an alternative title and ‘promise’ 
was suggested.  It was important to think creatively and use terminology to 
which young people could relate.   

 
2. RESOLVED that the content of the update report be noted, with thanks. 
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Kent Corporate Parenting Group 

Minutes of the meeting held on 4 September 2014 
Billiard Room, Oakwood House 

 
Present: Apologies: 
Philip Segurola – Interim Director, Specialist 
Children’s Services  

Sue Dunn - Head of Skills and Employability 
Paul Brightwell – Head of Quality Assurance Yashi Shah – Interim County Adoption Manager 

 
Tony Doran – Head Teacher, Virtual School 
Kent 

Susan Rogers – Director Education and Young 
People’s Services 

June Capuano – Kent Community Health NHS 
Trust 

Nick Wilkinson – Youth Offending Service Lead 
Manager  

Andy Heather – Principal Educational 
Psychologist 

Nancy Sayer - NHS 
Maureen Robinson – Service Manager, MIU 
 

Sean Kearns – CEO, Connexions  
Anne Nerva – Children and Young People’s 
Service Manager Thanet 

Diana Robinson – Interim Principal Advisor, 
Special and PRU 

Sue Clifton – Operations Manager Catch 22/16+ Sharon Dodd – Strategic Manager, ELS/KIASS 
 

Sarah Whittaker – Children and Young People’s 
Service Manager North Kent 

Maureen Shepherd – Assistant Director, 
Children & Families, Kent Community Health 
NHS Trust 

Jane Grogan – Children and Young Person’s 
Service Manager West Kent 

Sarah Skinner – Service Business Manager, 
Virtual School Kent 

Rebecca Ransley – Interim Children and Young 
Person’s Service Manager South Kent 

Martin Vye – Elected Member for Canterbury 
Dr Noreen Ahmad-Bhatti – East Kent Hospitals 
University Trust 

 
June Capuano – Kent Community Health NHS 
Trust 

 
Ian Davies – Interim Senior Associate, 
Vulnerable Children, KMCS 

 
Margaret Pike – PA to Paul Brightwell (Minutes) 
 

 
 
 

Item 
No 

General Overview of discussion, followed by decisions and actions in bold Actions 
1. Welcome and Introductions 

• Philip Segurola welcomed everyone to the meeting and apologies were 
noted.   

 
 

 
2. Minutes and Matters Arising  

• Page 2 – Corporate Parenting Lanyards - Paul Brightwell clarified that 
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Amanda Beer has stated that the “I’m a Corporate Parent” lanyards are 
not an effective means of communication.  Action - This to be stated at 
the end of the Corporate Parenting Panel 

• Page 2 – SE7 Protocol – There is a meeting taking place next week to 
finalise the local protocols.   

• Page 2 – Kent CiC and the Youth Justice System – Tony Doran has met 
with Sue Dunn and Sharon Dodd although this was not about the Youth 
Justice System.  Action – Work to continue and feedback to next 
meeting 

• Page 3 – Care to Listen DVD – this has now been completed.  Action – 
DVD to be shown at the next meeting for multi-agency partners 

• Page 3 – Staying Put – Paul Brightwell has a meeting with Sarah 
Hammond on 8 September to finalise the Leaving Care Policy which 
includes Staying Put, this will then go to DivMT and come to the next 
meeting of this group 

• Page 3 – IRO Management Report on the agenda   
• Page 3 – CiC Education – Tony Doran reported that the data on Fixed 

Term Exclusions differs as the School Improvement Team and VSK use 
different systems.  Currently Permanent Exclusions are reducing and 
VSK are working closer with Education.  Fixed Term Exclusions are being 
tracked and monitored bi-weekly  

• Page 3 – Kent Pledge and Care Leavers Charter Leaflets – The Kent 
Pledge and Care Leavers Charter leaflets have been finalised.  Action – 
Paul Brightwell will check with Sean Kearns regarding his action to 
provide a paragraph for inclusion   

• Page 3 – Share Foundation – This is on the agenda for Corporate 
Parenting Panel in October 

• Page 4 – Adoption – Impact of the Children and Families Act – Yashi 
Shah has been emailed the email addresses.  Action – Philip Segurola 
to check with Yashi Shah whether this work is now being 
undertaken by Newton Europe 

• Page 4 - Corporate Parenting Framework – Paul Brightwell raised this 
and circulated the framework.  This stems from a piece of work in the 
Regional IRO Group and warrants further discussion on how Corporate 
Parenting Groups link in with young people and a review of the Terms of 
Reference.  Surrey Children in Care Council use a system of challenge 
cards to their Corporate Parenting Group regarding any issues that they 
are concerned about.  Action – Paul Brightwell to prepare a paper on 
this for the next meeting 

• Page 5 – Transformation of CiC/16+ and service reconfiguration with 
UASC – Sarah Skinner met with Sharon Dodd.  Tony Doran is meeting 
with Sarah Skinner on 5th September.  Action - Tony Doran to provide 
an update at the next meeting  

• Minutes agreed 

 
PB 
 
 
 
 
 

TD/SD 
 
 
SS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PB 
 
 
 
 

 
PS 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

PB 
 
 
 
TD 

3. Placement Breakdowns 
• This was a report that was requested by Corporate Parenting Panel and 

is being presented at the meeting on 4 September 
• The IRO service grade placement stability as part of their quality 

assurance which shows almost 95% of cases have effective plans in 
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place  
• Key Recommendations from the report include the need to reduce the 

number of changes of social worker.  This is to be included on the 
Children in Care scorecard.  However there needs to be more evidence 
on the child’s case file that demonstrates that Team Managers have 
considered the impact on the child of any change of social worker and 
what measure have been put in place to support the child 

• Accessibility to CAMHS and support services – there are gaps in 
provision and Foster Carers have stated that they want a different service 
to that which is currently offered by CiC CAMHS  

• The CAMHS service specification has been designed around network 
meetings.  There needs to be a piece of work looking at whether cases 
are placement breakdowns or planned moves.  Action – Maureen 
Robinson to look at profiling breakdowns and planned moves and 
bring back to this group 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MR 
 

4. Virtual School Kent Update 
• The summer results have not yet been validated and the GCSE results 

are not all in 
• Since academic year 2012/13 KS2 National Indicators are now measured 

on 4+ in English – broken down into reading and writing and 4+ in maths  
• This year’s unvalidated results show an increase in achievement to 50% 

receiving 4+ in English (Reading and Writing combined), 55.5% receiving 
4+ in maths and 42.5% receiving 4+ in English and Maths.  

• There is no data currently for KS4 although a downturn is expected 
• All head teachers received an open letter from Ofqual stating there will be 

a significant variance in results this year due to the changes in the 
system and comparisons will not be like for like 

• Permanent exclusions are down to < 0.4% compared to 1% in 2010 
which was 3 times the national average 

• Persistent absence figures are also down.  In 2010 this figure was 16.5%, 
the national average is 11% and last year the figure was 9.5% 

• There were 13 participation events staged in the last academic year, 
where the age range of participants was 3-17 years.  These events are 
designed and run by the apprentices and range across sports, outward 
bounds, craft, music and animal based events.  Just under 300 children 
in care attended these events 

• The Children in Care Council also held a meeting over the summer break 
and have considered new approaches to recruiting new members.  There 
will be an OCYPC taster event in October 

• The annual achievement ceremony will be taking place on the 14th 
September  

• There is a leaflet that details the stator guidance for local authority’s to 
support looked after children’s aspirations to achieve in further and higher 
education 

     https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/promoting-the-education-of-
looked-after-children  

 
 
 

5. Education Update  
• From the 1 September the Statement of Special Educational Needs is no 

longer available these will be converted into Education, Health and Care 
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Plans. 
• The Children and Families Act will extend the statutory protection under 

the Education, Health and Care Plans until 25, which will have 
implications for Further Education 

• There will be changes coming to the CAF process 
• There are also changes to the school funding mechanism where schools 

will be required to account for the spending of £6000 on children 
• There is a new document on the DfE website on Statement of Special 

Educational Needs and Disability code of practice.  There is a longer 
version and a cut down version for parents and carers 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/342440/SEND_Code_of_Practice_approved_by_Parliament_29.07.
14.pdf 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat
a/file/344424/Special_educational_needs_and_disabilites_guide_for_par
ents_and_carers.pdf  

• The Behavioural, Emotional and Social Difficulty Strand has been 
renamed Psychology and Mental Health 

• There is a Local Authority Statement of Education Needs strategy and an 
easy to read version  

6. IRO Management Report  
• The IRO Management Report is a statutory report that has been written 

using a template from the Regional IRO Group 
• Over 5000 reviews have been completed by IRO’s throughout 2013/14 
• The key area for improvement is care planning.  There is evidence that 

the quality of the Plan does not reflect all of the work that is going on 
behind it 

• IRO’s use the same standards towards grading as are used by Ofsted.  
Action – Paul Brightwell to circulate the grading guidance with the 
minutes 

• For the journey to good there needs to be a demonstration of sufficient 
cases where practice is good but also areas of outstanding practice.  
There are increasing numbers of good but a shortfall of outstanding 

• A “You Said, We Did” report will be written.  Action – Paul Brightwell to 
write this report and bring back to this group 

• The IRO Service undertakes a snapshot of activity for one week to 
establish how much of their time is spent on different tasks; nearly 50% of 
this was spent on admin.   

• The IRO Service has been increased from 22 posts to 24 which will 
enable caseloads to drop.  Ofsted have advised that it will be difficult to 
demonstrate good if caseloads are above 70 

• Reunification planning is to be introduced and Health and Education 
partners will play a key role in this.  Tina Onuchukwu has identified some 
cases where children can go back home.  It was requested that this list 
be circulated to the Service Managers.  Action – Margaret Pike to 
check the status of the Children Returning Home Survey and 
circulate the list of names 

• Research has shown that 0-4 permanence has an impact on the children 
aged 5-9.  Action – Maureen Robinson to amend the indicators to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PB 
 
 
 
 
PB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MP 
 
 
 
MR 
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show the 5-9 age group  
7. Multi-Agency Audits  

• The peer review is taking place at the end of September and annexe A 
requires evidence of multi-agency audits.  There is currently no multi-
agency audit commissioned 

• VSK have completed an audit on PEP’s and the Children in Care nurses 
have an audit on Review Health Assessments  

• Paul Brightwell has some multi-agency audit tools from the London 
Safeguarding Children Board for discussion as to which sections should 
be used to develop a Kent audit tool.  Action – Margaret Pike to 
circulate the link to these audit tools and add this to the agenda for 
the next meeting to agree criteria, personnel and timeframe for this 
piece of work to be commissioned 

           http://www.londonscb.gov.uk/audit_tools/  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MP 

8. Heath Update  
• CQC Assessment for the Kent Community Health Care Trust has 

been graded good 
• Formal report on Initial Health Assessments in relation to complaints 

of delays in making requests will be published shortly 

 
 
 
 

 
9. AOB 

• None raised  
 

 
10. Date of Next Meeting  

4th December, Billiard Room, Oakwood House 09:30-12:30 
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By:  Peter Oakford, Cabinet Member for Specialist Children’s 
Services 

 
  Andrew Ireland, Corporate Director Families and Social Care 
 
To:  Corporate Parenting Panel – 24 October 2014 
 
Subject: Review of Health Services for Children Looked After and 

Safeguarding in West Kent, Swale and Dartford, Gravesham & 
Swanley by the Care Quality Commission  

 
Classification: Unrestricted 
 
 
Summary: 

 
Corporate Parenting Panel requested an opportunity to discuss 
the recent CQC review of health services for children in care and 
safeguarding in the communities covered by West Kent, 
Dartford, Gravesham & Swanley and Swale Clinical 
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) between 7 April and 11 April 
2014. 
 

Recommendation: Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to note the report and 
support the action plan 
 

 
Overview 
 
(1) A paper is attached (appendix 1) which outlines the methodology, process and 
the findings of the CQC review. 
 
(2) The review has made 9 recommendations for improving the health care 
provided to children in care, which includes Kent children in care and those placed in 
Kent by other Local Authorities.  It is important to note that health services in Kent 
have a duty of care and are bound to provide services for children living in specific 
geographical areas; as opposed to where children in care originate from. 
 
(3) All recommendations involve the CCGs and a number of providers. Kent County 
Council is required to work with health on four of the recommendations. 

 
(4) A full action plan has been written, submitted to and accepted by the CQC, the 
action plan is updated regularly by the designated nurses from the CCGs 
Safeguarding Team and is monitored by the local CQC inspectors. 
 
(5) The Designated Nurse for LAC has been working with the Service Business 
Manager VSK on the actions that KCC will take with the CCGs to address their part 
in the recommendations 
 
 
Recommendation 
 
Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to note the report and support the action plan. 
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Background Documents 
 
Appendix 1: Report from Nancy Sayer, Designated Nurse for Looked After Children 

– Kent & Medway 
Care Quality Commission - Review of health services for Children Looked After and 
Safeguarding in Kent (Communities served by West Kent, Swale, and Dartford, 
Gravesham & Swanley Clinical Commissioning Groups) available at: 
https://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/20140710%20CLAS%20Kent%20Final%20
Report.pdf 
 
Authors:  
 
Sarah Skinner, Business Service Manager, Virtual School Kent  
Nancy Sayer, Designated Nurse for Looked After Children – Kent and Medway 
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Safeguarding Children and Adults across Kent and Medway 
Compassion Courage Respect 

 
 

Review of Health Services for Children Looked After and Safeguarding 
in Kent (Communities served by West Kent, Swale and Dartford, 

Gravesham & Swanley Clinical Commissioning Groups) by the Care 
Quality Commission  

 
Report to Corporate Parenting Panel  

24th October 2014 
 

Introduction 
 
The Care Quality Commission (CQC) undertook a review of services for children looked after 
and safeguarding in Kent, the area’s covered by West Kent, Swale and Dartford, Gravesham 
& Swanley Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) between 7th April and 11th April 2014.  
 
The review was carried out under Section 48 of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 which 
permits the CQC to review the provision of healthcare and the exercise of functions of NHS 
England and Clinical Commissioning Groups.  
 
Five inspectors spent a week meeting a significant number of practitioners and 
children/young people and reviewing services. The CCG safeguarding team were given 2 
days’ notice of the review and submitted over 90 pieces of evidence to the lead inspector 
before the review commenced. This report will focus on the Children Looked After element of 
the review. 
 
To gain an understanding of the experiences of our looked after children and explore the 
effectiveness of health services in place to promote their health and well-being case tracking 
and dip-sampling was undertaken. In addition one of the inspectors spent time with the 
Children in Care Council, a group of unaccompanied asylum seeking young people resident 
at Millbank and had telephone contact with young people and foster carers. 
 
 
Outcome of the Review 
 
The review found areas of good practice and areas that needed improving, with the highest 
level of risk being to children in Swale, and in particular those children over 12 years of age 
who are not on the pathway for adoption, the inspectors felt this was a result of the 
difficulties in commissioning arrangements for this area of Kent. 
 
Initial health assessments (IHA) undertaken in West Kent were commended for being 
innovative and providing social care with an understanding of ‘generic future risk’. However, 
it also noted that improvement to the standard of health assessment was needed across the 
board with significant improvement needed in Swale. The report notes that there is extreme 
variation in arrangements for undertaking IHA across all three areas which impacts on 
quality and timeliness. There is also a lack of quality assurance and performance reporting 
to the CCGs. 
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The service provided for unaccompanied asylum seeking children (UASC) was also 
reviewed as part of the CQC visit. The IHA for the young people resident at Millbank are 
undertaken by the local GP practice under contract to Ashford CCG (the contract is 
managed by Ashford CCG on behalf of all seven CCGs). The review noted that the GP 
conducted the assessment well, taking time to listen to the voice of the child in an attempt to 
gain a sense of the individuals experience of being an asylum seeker. However, this 
excellent practice seen in the patient record was not reflected in the completed assessment 
forms and health care plan leading to critical health information being lost and services to 
improve the health outcome of the young person not being actively sought. A lack of 
appropriate training for the GP and quality assurance of the health assessments were 
references in the report. The inspector commended on the use of interpreters by Millbank 
stating that they were well trained and had a good understanding of health and social care 
processes for this vulnerable group. The young people spoke positively about the support 
and service they had received from health. Their main concern was the lack of activity 
including physical activity which undermines healthy lifestyles. 
 
The inspectors spent time with the Children in Care nursing team and have noted that the 
team, for the area being reviewed, is extremely stretched. The team (three specialist nurses) 
informed the inspector that they undertake all review health assessments (RHA) for Kent 
County Council (KCC) looked after children (LAC) resident in this area of Kent and for those 
KCC place out of county, in addition to reviews for children placed into Kent from other local 
authorities. RHA are prioritised but there are particular challenges for the nurses around 
monitoring the health of our LAC placed out of County. Examples of RHA seen were 
generally of good quality and some of a very high standard with health plans that correctly 
identify health needs but were not always SMART, which could potentially lead to drift in 
addressing the issues in the health plan. Referrals to the local substance misuse service 
were found to be low and raised the question of appropriate identification of this risk taking 
behaviour at the RHA. The inspectors noted a lack of continuity in RHA for children and 
young people who transfer between teams across Kent which could lead to significant drift in 
meeting the identified health needs. 
 
LAC attendance at emergency departments is not always sent to the nursing team and there 
are no clear arrangements for ensuring that changes to a child/young person’s physical and 
emotional well-being, or any child protection concerns are communicated to the nursing 
team. Without this information a full and holistic assessment of the child/young person’s 
health cannot be made and there is potential for health issues not to be picked up and 
appropriate services sort and support provided. 
 
The provision of individual health histories for care leavers is not yet taking place and 
arrangements need to be made to enable the nurses to undertake this important aspect of 
health care. The report notes that this was a recommendation of a previous inspection that 
has not been actioned.  
 
Children and young people have been consulted on their preferences for RHA and priority is 
given to home visits rather than a clinic appointment. The specialist nurses have not 
attended any Children in Care Council meetings to discuss how health assessments could 
be improved and the health needs of care leavers. The inspectors heard variable feedback 
on the experiences of young people regarding health input but overall it was identified as 
helpful and effective. 
 
The inspectors saw examples of high levels of support given to foster carers around a 
number of health issues, both physical and emotional. The routine use of Strength and 
Difficulties Questionnaires (SDQs) with foster carers provides limited information on the 
emotional wellbeing of the child/young person, young people are not routinely asked to 
complete an SDQ and this was seen by the inspectors as a missed opportunity for young 
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people to contribute to the assessment and planning of their emotional health and wellbeing. 
The outcome of the SDQ is used at the RHA by the nurse as part of the assessment of the 
emotional health of the child/young person. The inspectors raised a concern that the nurses 
are not able to refer direct to the CAMHs specialist service for children looked after and there 
is a lack of routine liaison and information sharing between teams which is seen as a missed 
opportunity.  
 
Access to Contraception and sexual health (CASH) services was found by the inspectors to 
be good and highly valued by the young people.  
 
Concern was raised at the potential unnecessary delay caused by non-attendance at clinic 
appointments by looked after children. These are not the statutory health assessments but 
other type of health appointments such as ENT. If a child/young person does not attend their 
out patients appointment they are discharged, the GP is informed and told that they will have 
to make a new referral if they still wish the child/young person to be seen.  
 
The Children in Care nursing team informed the inspectors that they liked being part of a 
multi-agency team. However, it has isolated them from other health colleagues and they are 
not able to access community child health records which had previously been available to 
them. This is detrimental to improving the health outcomes of our vulnerable children. It was 
also found that the nursing team are not always notified when a child becomes LAC, when 
their IHA is due or undertaken, and did not receive copies of the health report or health care 
plan. This leads to drift in health care, implementing of the health action plan, and a lack of 
timely information sharing. It was seen by the inspectors as an issue of significant concern.  
 
Unlike an Ofsted inspection the CQC review does not result in a rating but makes 
recommendations for improvement.  
 
 
Recommendations, Action Plan and Progress to date 
 
The review has made 9 recommendations for improving the care we provide to our looked 
after children. All recommendations involve the CCGs and a number of providers. Kent 
County Council are required to work with health on four of the recommendations. 

 
A full action plan has been written, submitted to and accepted by the CQC, the action plan is 
updated regularly by the designated nurses from the CCGs Safeguarding Team and is 
monitored by the local CQC inspectors.  
 
The Designated Nurse for LAC has been working with the Service Business Manager VSK 
on the actions that KCC will take with the CCGs to address their part in the 
recommendations.  
 
 
The table below details the 4 recommendations, action to be taken and the progress made 
to date. 
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Recommendations that require joint action by the Clinical Commissioning Groups and Kent County Council 
 

Recommendation 
Action 

(each recommendation has multiple 
actions, these are just the ones that 

involve KCC) 

 
Progress 

 
Children and young people who are looked 
after benefit from quality, timely and 
comprehensive initial and review health 
assessments by suitably qualified and 
experienced health professionals, subject to 
effective quality assurance and robust 
performance management and reporting 
arrangements, including young people placed 
out of area and unaccompanied asylum 
seeking children 
 

 
Undertake a joint process mapping exercise 
to map the current and future integrated 
health and social care approach to supporting 
Looked After Children and those children and 
adults going through the adoption process 

 
Commissioning brief has been written and 
agreed by the CCGs and KCC. Newton 
Europe is to be approached to undertake this 
work. 

 
To review the effectiveness of the 
arrangements regarding designated doctors 
and nurses, lead health professionals and 
specialist nurses for children looked after, and 
take action to ensure that there is adequate 
arrangements and sufficient capacity to 
undertake the requirements of the roles as set 
out in national guidance “Promoting the health 
and Well-Being of looked after children” 
 

 
With Public health map out with current 
services and support for LAC. Forecast 
predicted future demand to ensure 
commission appropriately. 

 
Over the next six months work jointly with 
KCC on the outcome of the Health Needs 
Assessment of Looked After Children 
currently being undertaken by Public Health. 

 
That care leavers are properly equipped with 
health histories, age appropriate information 
and contact details should they need to re-
engage with the looked-after children’s health 
team 

 
Scope out numbers of Care Leavers in this 
financial year to look at demand around 
providing health histories and support for this 
vulnerable group of young people. 

 
Data has been obtained from MIU and 
capacity of the nursing team is being 
reviewed to ensure that this work can be 
undertaken. 
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There are robust arrangements in place 
across services to promote comprehensive 
assessment of the emotional and mental well-
being of children looked after, to share 
relevant information and to promote timely 
and effective access to support services 
 
 
 
 

 
Look at emotional health assessment tools 
which may be appropriate for children coming 
into care. 
  
 
 
Kent Community Health Trust & Kent County 
Council to work together to ensure the SDQ 
tool is used appropriately and triangulated as 
needed, so by reducing the potential of having 
a narrow view of the emotional health of a 
child/young person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To strengthen the relationship between CiC 
Nurses and CAMHs clinical lead to improve 
information sharing between all professionals 
involved in a child/young person’s well-being. 
 

 
Discussed at the Kent Health and Well-being 
of LAC group. British association of Adoption 
and Fostering (BAAF) are undertaking a piece 
of work on the use of SDQ and a report is due 
soon which will help to inform further work. 
 
The SDQ is sent out by the nursing team with 
the RHA appointment letter, last year’s 
response rate was 74.2% (an increase on the 
previous year). If the score if borderline or 
high (14 upwards) the young person and 
teacher is asked to complete an SDQ and 
results are shared with social worker and 
health. All scores are recorded on Liberi. 
Process is being reviewed to look at asking 
young people routinely to complete an SDQ 
for use at the review health assessment. 
 
 
The CAMHs clinical lead has met with the CiC 
nursing team and discussed referral pathways 
and communication needs. The referral form 
used by social workers has been altered to 
include the name of the CiC nurse so that 
they will be included in any communication 
about the child/young person as appropriate. 
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Actions to address the other recommendations 
 
A significant amount of work has been undertaken by health to address the 
recommendations made by the CQC.  
 
The CCGs continue to work with the providers to improve the quality and timeliness of the 
statutory health assessments and improve the service in the areas raised by the CQC in its 
report and recommendations. In respect of the concern raised by the CQC around services 
for children in Swale an immediate solution is in place involving Medway Foundation Trust 
(MFT) LAC Team undertaking initial health assessments and Kent Community Health Care 
Trust (KCHT) providing the medical advisor for adoption cases. Work is ongoing with KCHT 
for a contract variation to be put in place so that this provider can undertake all the LAC 
services to our looked after children in Swale, therefore providing an equitable service 
across the area reviewed by the CQC. 
 
The knowledge, skills and competences of our staff working with this vulnerable population 
is being reviewed to ensure we have the best workforce available to meet the health needs 
of our looked after children and young people.  
 
 
The full CQC report and action plan are available at 
https://www.cqc.org.uk/sites/default/files/20140710%20CLAS%20Kent%20Final%20Report.
pdf. 
 
Part 4 of the CQC report (pages 30-34) is dedicated to the review findings on services for 
Looked After Children and the recommendations can be found on pages 45-46 (numbers 
10.0-10.8 and 11.1-11.2). 
 
End of Report 
30th September 2014. 
 
Nancy Sayer 
Designated Nurse for Looked After Children – Kent and Medway 
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By:   Peter Oakford, Cabinet Member for Specialist Children’s Service 
 
   Andrew Ireland, Corporate Director for Social Care, Health & 

Wellbeing 
 
To:   Corporate Parenting Panel – 24 September 2014 
 
Subject: Head Teacher of Virtual School Kent (VSK)  Annual Report 
  
Classification: Unrestricted  
  
Summary: 
 
 
Recommendation: 

This report provides Members with an overview of the impact and  
priorities for the Virtual School Head Teacher 
 
Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to note the 
progress made by the Virtual School Kent 
 

 
1. Introduction  
 
Further to the verbal report received by the Corporate Parenting Panel on 4 September 
2014, this report provides an overview of the progress made during academic year 
2013-14 and sets the priorities and next steps for the service during  academic year 
2014-15.  
 
2. Validated Outcomes 2013-14 
 
Five year Key Stage 2 (KS2) Trend Breakdown 
 
 2009-

10* 
2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 ↑↓ 2013-14 

 
Level 4+ Reading 
(New indicator from 2012-
13) 

   58% N/A 62.1% 
↑7% 

Level 4+ Writing 
(New indicator from 2012-
13) 

   46% N/A 56.1% 
↑22% 

NI 99 (Level 4+ 
Reading and 
Writing) 

38% 44% 50% 44% ↑16% 50% 
↑14% 
(*↑32%) 

NI 100 Level 4+ 
Maths 

43% 44% 40% 49% ↑14% 55.5% 
↑13% 
(*↑29%) 

NI99 + 100 
combined 

36% 36% 38% 37% ↑3% 42.4% 
↑15% 
(*↑18%) 
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Key Stage 2 eligibility and performance of children who have been looked after 
continuously for at least 12 months 2013-2014 
 
(1) The National trend shows Reading down by 1% (to 63%), Writing up 4% (to 55%) 
and Maths static (at 56%).  Kent shows an improvement in all three tests ~ Reading up 
7% (to 62%), Writing up 22% (to 56%) and Maths up 14% (to 56%), which is now in line 
the latest validated national average for all three.  Only Warwickshire is above the 
national average with all other counties below average in at least one test. 
 
(2) It is also important to note that since the development of the Virtual School in 2010, 
the percentage of eligible Kent children in care achieving Level 4+ in English(NI 99) has 
improved by 32%; Level 4+ Mathematics (NI 100) has improved by 29% and those 
achieving both English and Mathematics has improved by 18%. these figures are shown 
in the above table as (*  ). This is a very encouraging trend that indicates the potential of 
achieving 5 GCSE’s A*-C including English and Mathematics. 
 
Five year Year 11 GCSE Trend Breakdown 
 
 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

 
NI101 4.6% 10.3% 13.1% 14.5% 10.3% ↓4.2% 

pts 
Special Educational Needs 
Total SEN 56% 52% 67% 72% ↑29% 
SA 10% 6% 13% 11% ↑10% 
SA+ 12% 18% 31% 23% ↑92% 
SSEN 33% 28% 23% 38% ↑15% 
Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children (UASC) 
National Average 3% 
South East Average 5% 
London  8% 
Kent 10% (↑233% on National Average) 

 
Key Stage 4 eligibility and performance of children who have been looked after 
continuously for at least 12 months 2013-2014 
 
(3) Due to the significant changes this year to assessment and examination processes 
there will be no national comparison data until the Statistical First Release (SFR) which 
will be published in January 2015. These changes include: 
 

(i)  early GCSE entries dis-incentivised 
(ii)  English GCSE final examination weighting has been increased to 60% 
(iii)  shift to end of course examination approach. 

 
(4) 2013-14 academic year saw nearly a 20% increase in the number of eligible 
children, this means that each young person has a smaller impact on the overall 
percentage achieved. Kent has showed a downturn on last year’s performance which is 
in line with the Kent all learners downturn of 4%, however it is important to note that the 
changes outlined above impact vulnerable learners who may have had gaps in their 
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learning through no fault of their own. Based on SFR January 2014 based on last year’s 
Key Stage 4 results Kent was one of only three counties nationally that showed an 
improvement in all three tests: 
 

(a)  5+ GCSEs A*-C or equivalent 
(b)  5+ GCSEs A*-C or equivalent including English & Maths 
(c)  GCSEs A*- C in English & Maths 

 
Five year Attendance And Exclusion Trend Breakdown 
 
Academic Year ‘09/10 ‘10/11 ‘11/12 ‘12/13 ‘13/14 
Performance 
Assessment 
Framework CF/C24 
25+days Absence 
* Indicator changed to 
Persistent Absence (PA) 
from 2011/12 
 

16.3% 12% *10.5% *9.5% *9.5% 

% Permanent 
Exclusion 
(PEx) 

1% 0.9% 0.54% 0.39% 0.39% 

 
(5) 2013-14 was another positive year for our young people in terms of attendance 
and permanent exclusions levels. These two indicators which are in line with national 
averages for CiC have remained stable over the past two years. It is important to note 
however that since the development of the Virtual School persistent absenteeism has 
reduced by 42% and Permanent Exclusion has reduced by 61%. 
 
3. Participation and Engagement 2013-14 
 
Apprentices  
 
(1) During the last academic year VSK has supported 7 Apprentice Participation 
Workers. Four Care Leavers have successfully completed a Level 2 qualification, one 
has been retained by VSK and is carrying out an Advanced Apprenticeship and is now 
the Senior Apprentice. This young person also sits on the Corporate Parenting Panel 
and advocates as the voice of the child/young person in care/care leaver. Two former 
apprentices have been successful in finding full time employment and one has returned 
to further education. A further three young people have gained a place on the 
programme and are currently working and studying for a Level 2 or 3 qualification. 
Whilst studying for a qualification in Business and Administration the Apprentices also 
study and take recognised functional skills qualification in Maths, English and ICT if they 
have not been successful previously in attaining a C grade at GCSE. 
 
A further two young people are due to commence their apprenticeship in the next couple 
of months. 
 
(2) The apprentices are involved in several work steams: 
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Our Children in Care Council - OCYPC 
 
(3) Virtual School Kent continues to support the OCYPC. Currently there are 20 
members, which include the VSK Care Leaver apprentices. The Council have met 4 
times during the last academic year and have been attended by the Lead Member and 
the Director for Specialist Children’s Services several times.   
The member ship of the OCYPC has increased over the past 4 years: 
 

2011 2012 2013 2014 
8 members 7 members 16 members 20 members 

 
(4) Work is underway with the social care teams in the districts to develop the OCYPC 
further and a ‘Taster day’ is arranged to take place on 30th October. The aim of the day 
is to encourage more children in care to sign up to being on the council in order that it 
fully reflects the cohort of children in care in Kent. (See Appendix 1) 
 
(5) Recent feedback from current OCYPC members: 
 
“I am a member of the OCYPC because I am able to express my views on different 
circumstances in a young person’s life. I am able to show my emotions well and show 
that I can help people if needed.” 
 
“I am part of OCYPC because it makes children know that being in care is not that bad 
and that the future gets better. I enjoy going to the meetings, going to activity days.” 
 
“I am a member of the OCYPC because I believe that the views of children in care are 
the vital key to a happier life in care. In addition to going to the OCYPC meetings I enjoy 
acting and swimming: I would not be accessible to these clubs if I didn’t live with my 
wonderful carers- Nett and Neil. I have two sisters and I am certain that by continuing to 
participate I am making both their life and mine a lot better and happier.” 
 
“I am a member of the OCYPC because I like to help other people with their problems 
and make ‘being in care’ not that bad.” 
 
Participation activity days 
 
(6) Virtual School Kent have organised 13 participation activity days from September 
2013 to July 2014 during the October, February, and Summer school holidays for Kent 
Children in Care (CiC).  
 
297 CiC attended at least one activity day with 55 children attending two or more 
activities. The age range of young people attending has been aged between 3 – 17 
years. 
 
(7) The participation days have been organised and run with the assistance of VSK’s 
Apprentice Participation Worker Team and have covered a wide range of activities 
including sports, outdoor pursuits, music & dance and arts & crafts. Six participation 
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activity days were held during the Summer 2014 school holidays with 128 young people 
attending which evidences a 35% improvement over the previous summers attendance. 
In order to reach as many young people as possible, the days took place at various 
locations around the county – Folkestone, Maidstone, Margate, Rochester, Sheerness 
and West Farleigh. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(8) Higher numbers of children and young people attending Participation Days in the 
last year reside in the Maidstone, Gravesham and Thanet districts. Work has taken 
place to make contact children and young people in harder to reach areas. 
 
Evaluations 
 
(9) Evaluations have been completed by the children after each event and their views 
have been sought with regard to the type of days they would like run in the future. These 
views have been taken into consideration in planning future events and this Summer the 
horse riding and canoeing events were very sought after. Youth Opportunities Fund and 
funding from Members has been successfully applied for in 2013 to help with the costs 
of providing extra days as they are proving to be extremely popular with the young 
people. Various funding streams are also being investigated in 2014 to help fund extra 
days as the demand is increasing. 
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(10) Participation days have also been used to facilitate completion of the ‘Every Child 
Matters’ Survey and to interview children and young people and listen to their views for 
the Never Stop Listening DVD that follows up on the issues raised in the Care to Listen 
DVD that was made in 2008. 
 
(11) Recent feedback from young people attending Summer 2014 Participation 
Activities: 
 
“I loved the VSK art and crafts day and I loved making my wiggly worm!” 
 
“Making my T-Shirt was my favourite part of the day of the Art Day” 
 
“I would like to do a farming day in future” 
 
“At the Horse-riding Day, my favourite part was brushing down the horses” 
 
“ALL DAY was my favourite part of the day!!” 
 
“The best thing I have done was horse- riding, it’s a dream come true” 
 
“The best part of the day was when we did the quad biking” 
 
“Rock climbing was best as I went a lot higher than I did when I went with my school in 
2013” 
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“I enjoyed meeting new friends” 
 
“I love coming to the VSK activity days because I meet up with my brothers and sisters 
there” 
 
Surveys 
 
(12) VSK Officers and the apprentices have supported young people completing 
various surveys during the last year, including the Your Voice Matters survey and the 
survey that accompanies the LILAC Assessment.  They have also assisted with creating 
a ‘You said, we did’ response to the Your Voice Matters survey, to ensure appropriate 
feedback is given to children in care who took the time to complete it. (See Appendix 2) 
 
Communication  
 
(13) VSK continues to work on improving the communication channels with children in 
care, which is a challenge.  During the last academic year a quarterly newsletter has 
been established, with the 4th edition currently being written.  This is created by the VSK 
apprentices on behalf of the OCYPC. The VSK apprentices have also engaged the 
OCYPC and other children in care through focus groups and participation activity days 
to work on developing a young person friendly version of the Kent Pledge, a coming in 
to care pack and a leaving care charter. There is continual development of the Kent 
Cares Town website with new articles, pictures, events being added on a regular basis. 
A large piece of work that the VSK Apprentice Team has supported this year is the 
development of the ‘Never Stop Listening’ DVD. This is a follow up to the 2008 ‘Care to 
Listen’ DVD to find out what the lives of Kent Children in Care are like now. And what 
has changed in the past 6 years. The Apprentices presented the film along with a paper 
for Members to reaffirm their commitment to Kent Pledge and Care Leavers Charter at 
the July full council meeting. 
 
The apprentices are also involved in the following work streams: 
 
• Staff Recruitment – sitting on interview panels for Senior and Middle Managers 

within KCC  
• 1:1 support work with children and young people in care (supported 37 young 

people in last academic year) 
• Supporting children with the completion of their e-PEP questions 
• Supporting focus groups arranged by other parts of the Council  to ensure the 

voices of children in care are heard in various initiatives eg. KIASS and Co-
production.   

 
4. Health 2013-14 
 
(1) A specified member of staff (Health Lead) within VSK who has experience of social 
care and policy & performance takes a lead role for SCS in terms of developing policy & 
monitoring health assessment and strengths & difficulties (SDQ’s) performance. This 
entails working with social care managers, social workers, NHS commissioners, provider 
managers and clinicians on a regular basis and has involved meeting with the Judiciary. 
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(2) The Care quality commission (CQC) undertook a review of health services for 
Children Looked After and Safeguarding in Kent (West Kent, Swale and DGS) in May 
2014. An item tabled at the Corporate Parenting Panel on 24th October 2014 outlines the 
finding of the CQC review and the actions that KCC has agreed to work on jointly with 
health colleagues to address issues raised. The Health Lead within VSK will be the 
identifiable person from within SCS to work with health colleagues on these actions. 
 
(3) The LAC nursing team continue to sit within the two locality bases of VSK (Brook 
House & Worrall House) and are an integral part of the multi-agency service. The team 
has been actively recruiting and it has expanded during recent months in order to meet 
the demands placed on the service.  
 
(4) The service is looking to respond to the issues raised in the Your Voice Matters 
survey and has committed to: 
 
• Working with the OCYPC to create a special invitation for children & young people 

to their health assessments  
• Issuing a post card to young people aged 15 Plus with the name and phone 

number of their nurse and asking their social worker or personal adviser to talk with 
them about this.   

• The nursing team want to be able to offer a more flexible service, so they can 
hopefully see you in a place and at a time that suits both you and them 

• For young people planning on leaving care, the nurses wants to be able to see 
them and talk with young people about their health to make sure they know about 
their health history and know to access health services in their area. 

 
(5) VSK works with colleagues in KCC outside of SCS to support other work streams 
aimed at improving emotional health and well-being of children in care and care leavers. 
 
Three year Dental and Health Assessment Trend Breakdown 
 

  Dental checks Health Assessments 

  

2012 
Percentage of 
children who 
had their 
teeth checked 
by a dentist 

2013 
Percentage 
of children 
who had 
their teeth 
checked by 
a dentist 

2014  
Percentage 
of children 
who had 
their teeth 
checked by 
a dentist 

2012 
Percentage 
of children 
who had 
their annual 
health 
assessment 

2013 
Percentage 
of children 
who had 
their annual 
health 
assessment 

2014 
Percentage 
of children 
who had  
their annual 
health 
assessment 

ENGLAND 82.36 82.03   86.28 87.29   

Kent 79.57 84.03 
96.6 
↑15% 76.17 83.61 

88.1 
↑5% 

 
(6) VSK has seen three year on year improvements in both Dental and Review Health 
Assessments. This year has evidenced a 15% improvement in dental checks and a 5% 
improvement in our young peoples review health assessments against 2013 outcomes. 
Based on latest validated national averages our health outcomes are in line or 
exceeding the national average. 
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5. Looked After Children Pupil Premium Grant (PP+) 
 
(1) On the 20th February the Department for Education published the new Conditions 
of Grant for the Pupil Premium 2014-15. This marks the biggest shake up in the grant 
since its conception. There are numerous significant changes within the document, 
however the main changes include:- 
 
• The amount   - As of April will be £1900 
• Responsibility  - No longer goes directly to the school but is held by the 

Virtual School 
• Application  - Not £1900 per child but a lump sum for the VS to co-

ordinate support to raise attainment accelerate progress and 
narrow the attainment gap for children in care. 

 
(2) These changes are very exciting for our young people, as the grant has real 
potential to make a positive impact. This may however cause friction between the 
schools and the Virtual School as they have historically received this money which was 
not ring fenced to be spent of our young people. This issue is further compounded by 
the late release of the conditions of grant so close to the start of the next financial year. 
To mitigate these issues, VSK are worked closely with The Executive School Funding 
Forum, School Funding Forum,  Area Headteacher Networks and with KCC Finance 
Team. It is vital that we maintain our fantastic relationship with the schools so that we 
can work closely to maximise support for our young people. VSK decided to fund 
5/12ths of the PP+ £1900(£790) to each school multiplied by the number of CiC on Roll 
on the 30th March 2014, with the understanding that September 2014 onward their 
would be a grant application approach based on need. 
 
(3) VSK has implemented an initial PP+ policy which has been circulated to every 
school, social work team, educational teams and foster carers throughout June and July 
with a view to review this new approach in early 2015. 
 
6. Youth Mental Health First Aid England – Youth Champions Award 
 
(1) Virtual School Kent were awarded second place in the Youth category for training 
staff in social services, schools, colleges and other professionals to recognise and 
respond to mental health issues among our children in care. 
 
(2) We have run a series of Youth Mental Health First Aid courses as part of our work 
to promote and support the well-being of vulnerable children. We have commissioned 
ten courses so far and as a result have achieved the Mark of Excellence for Youth 
Mental Health First Aid which we’re very proud to hold. We intend to continue our 
commitment to improving the emotional and mental health well-being of children and 
young people and view this training as an integral part of our strategy to achieve this. 
 
(3) In the UK, one in four people will experience mental ill health and MHFA is a 
practical way that people can use to support those who are affected. It is the mental 
health equivalent to First Aid training and provides participants with the skills and 
confidence to give crisis first aid for suicide and self-harm. 
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(4) The MHFA England Awards were presented at a ceremony at the House of Lords 
in front of an audience of 150 people. This is the fourth year that the organisation has 
celebrated achievements in this field and the awards identify examples of excellent 
projects and individuals, acknowledging innovation and high performance in raising 
mental health literacy across England. 
 
(5) Poppy Jaman, CEO for MHFA England spoke at the event and said: “I am 
extremely proud that our organisation has taken the national MHFA Awards ceremony 
into its fourth year and, in doing so, continued to celebrate the fantastic work of our 
MHFA Instructors, the positives changes they are making within our society and our 
growing influence on the mental health agenda. This year, and for the first time, we 
opened the nominations up for public voting and the engagement has been far greater 
than we anticipated. “The feedback that I’ve been receiving is that an MHFA Award is 
now considered a coveted distinction of excellence in the field of mental health, and 
something which I believe is made even more special by being presented by our MHFA 
patron, Lord Kamlesh Patel at the prestigious House of Lords.” 
  
7. Priorities for 2014-15 
 
These currently are: 
 
• Meeting the new requirements set down in July 2014 Statutory Guidance 

document “Promoting the educational achievement of looked after children – 
Statutory guidance for local authorities”. This includes mapping our young people’s 
educational progress termly (rather than bi-annually through PEP Review) and the 
age extension of Personal Education Planning (PEP’s) from Pre-school to 18 years 
of age (previous PEP’s were for Year R to Year 11 ages 4-16). 

• Continuing Drive on improving academic and health outcomes. Particular focus on 
KS4 and overcoming impact of the national changes to examinations and 
assessment. These changes include (i) early GCSE entries dis-incentivised; (ii) 
English GCSE final examination weighting has been increased to 60%; (iii) shift to 
end of course examination approach 

• Focus on developing the quality of PEPs (utilising the Pupil Premium Plus (PP+) 
conditions of grant as a lever) 

• Translating the positive work of Participation and Engagement into measurable 
impact outcomes ie “You said We did”, changes in Policy and changes in service 
delivery 

 
8. New Local, regional and national initiatives 
 
These are: 
 
• Paired Reading Scheme – This is an extremely effective programme which on 

average accelerates a young person’s reading age by 11+ months over the course 
of the 16 week programme 

• Development of a school based Quality Mark for Trauma Aware / Attachment 
Friendly schools 
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• Developmental work with Brook Learning Trust to develop Trauma Aware and 
Attachment Friendly teaching approaches embedded within Initial Teacher Training 
(ITT) programmes in South East 

 
 
9.      Recommendation 
 
Members of the Corporate Parenting Panel are asked to note the progress made by the 
Virtual School Kent. 
 
 
 
Tony Doran 
Virtual School Headteacher 
07921038094  
tony.doran@kent.gov.uk 
 

 
Background Documents:  
Appendix 1 – Our Children & Young People Council: What we do 
Appendix 2 – our Children & Young People Council: Get involved 
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Speak Up. Be Heard 

 

Our Children and Young People’s       

Council is Kent’s Children in Care         

Council. 

We are a group of children and young 

people in care or leaving care. We get 

together to have a say about our          

future and the help shape the future for 

other young people in care. 

WANT TO HAVE YOUR SAY? 

FEEL LIKE NO ONE LISTENS? 

WANT TO CHANGE THINGS? 

WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE? 

We meet with Kent’s Corporate Parents 

who are responsible for the services     

Children in Care receive. To do their jobs 

properly Corporate Parents must  listen to 

Children in Care.  

Members of Our Children and Young    

People’s Council  (OCYPC) share their      

experiences (good and bad) of the care 

system. This helps  our corporate parents 

make sure that young  people’s               

experience in care is the best it can           

possibly be. 

 

If you would like more information about 

the Children in Care Council, please   

contact the Virtual School Kent             

Apprentice Participation Workers  -  

Email : 

VSK_Participation@kent.gov.uk 

Phone: 01227 284550 (East Kent)   

              03000 412128 (West Kent)  

We meet up every school holiday  to  discuss 

issues and  ideas  about the care system.  

 

 

We  also get together for fun 

activities, pizza and snacks for a 

chance to get to know each other 

better. 
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Sophia Dunstan 

VSK Apprentice 

Chairperson 

Amelia Kury              

VSK Apprentice     

Secretary 

N—Male        

Thanet                  

Co-Chairperson 

Hayley Finn     

VSK Apprentice  

Co-Chairperson 

R-Male              

Maidstone 

D-Male            

Maidstone 

G-Female               

Maidstone 

R-Male            

Gravesham 

TBA                       

Canterbury 

A-Male                   

Swale 

K-Male                   

Sevenoaks 

TBA               

Dartford 

K-Male              

Sevenoaks 

R-Female          

Dover 

TBA                    

Ashford  

TBA                       

UASC 

S-Female               

Dover 

K-Male                  

Dover 

TBA                    

Shepway 

Bella Taylor                           

VSK Apprentice 

TBA                     

Tunbridge Wells 

Holly                   

16+ 

Matt                    

16+ 

David                  

16+ 

TBA                   

UASC 

C-Female         

Tonbridge & Malling       

Jeanette                  

16+ 
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Hi, I’m Sophia Dunstan, I’m 20 years old. I love helping 
to organise the VSK activity days as well as helping 
young people to complete their section of the ePEP. 
I’m based in East Kent. I enjoy girly things like  
shopping and I LOVE  dancing! You will probably 
see me at an activity day and I’m here if you need 

a chat.  01227 284432 

Hey, I'm Hayley Finn. I'm 20 years old. I am now a 
proud member of the VSK team. I will be covering 
East Kent. I think I've got quite a good understand-
ing of the care system as I have been in care since I 
was 14. I've had ups and downs but  overall it has 
been a good experience for the most part. I am always 
around for a chat if needed!  01227 284432 

Hello, I’m Amelia Kury. I’m 20 and I have a keen interest 
working with young people. I cover most of Kent and  
specialise in helping you with further & higher education. 
My last job had me working in France for 6 months! I also 
love singing and music, even though I’m not as good as I 
like to think I am!! 03000 412128 

Hi Guys I’m Bella Taylor, I’m 21 and I’m the newbie! 
There’s so much that I’m looking forward to working 
with VSK. I can’t wait to meet more of you and hope-
fully give you everything I wasn’t as lucky to have 
been offered during my 11 years growing up in care. I 
love being a big kid and I’m always the one to make 
a huge mess! I love my cat Ava and I’m absolutely 
am obsessed with Dr Who! Always here if you need me.  

01227 284432 

We also have new apprentices across Kent starting soon ! 

We want our Children in Care Council 

to be the best it can possibly be... 

 

We are always looking for new members to 

get involved and bring new ideas to the   

table to make a difference to the lives of 

Children in Care and Care Leavers 

 

Interested? Get in contact us now at: 

VSK_Participation@kent.gov.uk 
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The Virtual School Kent Apprentice Participation Workers 
help to run the OCYPC, Kent’s Children in Care Council. 

 
The council is open to children in care in Kent who are                

11-19 years old.  
 

It represents young people to help  them have their say on what 
it is like being in care, what they’d like to change about the 

care system and also to represent other young people in        
their area. 

 
They also get the chance to meet and speak to Members and 

Senior Staff who work at Kent Count Council about their views 
and opinions. 

 
As Virtual School Kent Apprentice Participation Workers we are 

also here to: 
 

 Help you fill in your electronic Personal Education Plan 
 Give you extra support when you are going through big 

changes in your life (like moving school) 
 Organise lots of activity events for you in the holidays so 

you can try out new activities, make friends and have fun 
 Help you make sure that your voice is heard and reaches 

the people who make decisions about your future 
 

We are always looking for new members and we also 
love to hear your GREAT ideas for future activity days! 

 
Let us have your ideas (big or small) - email or call us 

      This website was created  
just for you as either a Child in Care or a Care Leaver.  

 

It has EVERYTHING you need to know 
about being in care and other fun stuff…..  
 

Take a look! 
 

As this website is for you we would 
love ideas and articles from you, so get 
in touch with us.  

CHECK OUT YOUR WEBSITE!! 
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From : Peter Oakford, Cabinet Member for Specialist Children’s 
Services 
 

 Andrew Ireland, Corporate Director, Social Care, Health 
and Wellbeing 

  
To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 24 October 2014 
  
Subject: The Views of Young People in Care 
  
Classification: Unrestricted 
 
 
Summary: 

 
This report provides a brief summary of recent feedback from 
children and young people and proposes additional work to 
address the issue of survey fatigue and ensure that children 
and young people in care are able to make themselves heard. 
 

Recommendation: The Panel is asked to: 
 
1)  note the report and the proposed action; and  
 
2)  agree to receive a report on progress in 6 months. 
 

 
1. Introduction  
 
The Corporate Parenting Panel meeting held on 4 September 2014 asked for a 
report giving a summary of recent feedback from the IRO and/or the Complaints 
Service and setting out options for the use of technology to address the issue of 
survey fatigue for Children in Care. 
 
2.  Summary of activity over the last six months 
 
2.1 The annual complaints report on complaints received in 2013/14 was produced 
as required by the legislation and has been discussed by the Specialist Children’s 
Services Divisional Management Team and the Directorate Management Team.  It is 
currently due to be considered by the Children’s Social Care & Health Cabinet 
Committee on 3 December 2014 and it includes information about complaints from 
children and young people.   
 
2.2 Coram Voice currently provides the Advocacy service for Children in Care.  
Regular reports are provided by the service to the Local Authority with detail about 
service performance and the issues and themes raised by children and young 
people.  The most recent anonymised report is attached at Appendix A. 
 
2.3 ‘Never Stop Listening’  
 
An update to the ‘Care to Listen’ DVD made in 2008/9 has been made at the request 
of the Leader of the Council. This captures the views of a range of children in care 
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and care leavers about their experiences of being in care and looks at whether 
services and service delivery to them has improved.  It includes some care leavers 
who were filmed in the original DVD. The film was shown to all members after the 
17 July County Council meeting and is being shared with officers within KCC and 
with partner agencies to ensure these views are heard and appropriate actions are 
being taken to improve young people’s experiences   
 
2.4 A further follow up to this film could be commissioned again in 6/7 years’ time, 
as it has been extremely well received by all those who have seen it and provides an 
extremely powerful way of hearing the voice of children and young people in care 
and their reflections of being in care as they progress through adulthood. 
 
2.5 Leading Improvements for Looked After Children (LILAC) Assessment  
 
KCC commissioned an independent assessment which took place over a three day 
period between 29.09.14–1.10.14. The LILAC has been developed by a National 
VOICE as a way of involving young people with experience of the care system to 
carry out an assessment of how well services delivered by the local authority are 
enabling children in care and care leavers to participate; both at an individual level, 
and in the development of policies and services that support them. The assessment 
will focus on shared values, style of leadership, structures, staff, recruitment and 
selection, care planning and review, complaints and advocacy.  
 
2.6 A successful assessment will be rewarded with an appropriate LILAC Mark 
which will indicate the level of compliance. If one standard is met, the Mark will 
feature one lilac flower and if two standards are met; two flowers will be awarded. 
This will continue up to a maximum of seven. A certificate will be awarded which 
indicates the level of compliance revealed by the assessment. 
 
2.7 The Local authority will receive a full report of the assessors' findings by 
December 2014 which will be full of useful information and advice. Should there be 
any short of any particular standard; the report will outline recommendations which, if 
implemented, should ensure success in future assessments. 
 
2.8 Personal Education Plans (PEP) 
 
The completion of a Personal Education Plan is a statutory requirement, and children 
and young people are invited to participate in this process by attending their meeting; 
but also completing a young person’s section of the PEP on line (known as ePEP).  
Their views should be discussed in the meeting and lead to appropriate actions 
being taken  However, the raw data is available to the Local Authority, and the 
Business Intelligence Unit are currently analysing this and will provide a report on 
their findings. 
 
2.9 IRO Annual Managers Report  
 
The Corporate Parenting Panel is discussing a separate report on the IRO service, 
which summarises feedback from children in care about the services and support 
they receive from IROs and their Social Workers 
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2.10 Independent Survey – Your Voice Matters 
 
An independent survey was commissioned at the request of the Leader of the 
Council and the findings have been analysed by the Business Intelligence Unit. A 
report that has been written to brief Cabinet is attached at Appendix B. The survey 
was completed by 326 young people and one of the findings from this survey was 
that a number of children told us that they do not like completing surveys and they 
feel that they are asked too many questions. 
 
2.11 ‘You Said, We Did’ 
 
A response for young people to the Your Voice Matters survey has been written for 
young people which summarises for them the key findings of the survey and informs 
them, what actions have or will be taken to address the issues raised including an 
undertaking to work with young people to find other ways of hearing their views in 
place of surveys.  The response is attached as Appendix C 
 
2.12  Meridian Survey 
 
The completion of health assessments are a statutory requirement for all children in 
care and there are dedicated nurses who undertake these for the majority of children 
who have been in care for more than 6 months if aged under 5 years, and over 
twelve months if aged 5 years plus.  The nursing team is provided by Kent 
Community Health NHS and as part of their work they conduct a patient survey, 
which includes seeking the views of children in care at the time they are having a 
health assessment. Further information is attached as Appendix D 
 
3. Proposals for further work 
 
3.1 The Local Authority is exploring the possible use of technology that children 
and young people might prefer to use and/or which would give them greater choice 
about how they communicate with the Local Authority and make themselves heard 
and understood.   
 
3.2 To involve the Apprentices in canvassing other Local Authorities to get their 
views on the most effective communication methods in operation in other parts of the 
country.   
 
3.3 To consult the 16+ service on the use of apps and texting. 
 
3.4 To explore both how Liquid Logic might be used to send and receive texts 
safely between children and young people and the IROs. 
 
3.5 To look at existing apps in use elsewhere and explore developing an app if 
necessary to enable children to give us their views more easily.  One example for 
consideration is that used by Islington Council 
 
3.6 To explore how the use of technology such as video conferencing may improve 
the level of participation by children and young people in existing forums, for 
example in chairing Child in Care Reviews. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
4.1 There needs to be a shift away from using surveys as the preferred method of 
obtaining the views of children and young people, towards the use of new methods 
of communication which will enable children and young people to raise the issues 
that are most important to them and assist them to make a greater and more 
meaningful contribution to the existing forums where discussions about their futures 
take place and decisions are made. 
 
4.2 Children and young people will always have different experiences and views 
about their time in care but the work that has been undertaken to understand their 
views does allow us to make some general conclusions about common issues that 
most would want from their corporate parents and their experiences of being in care.  
These have been summarised below: 

 
• Children can find coming in to care a scary experience 
• They want more help to prepare them to come in to care – from young people 

who have been in care 
• Most feel that being in care was a better experience than they had thought it 

would be 
• They value being involved in decisions about them and being kept informed 
• They don’t like it when decisions take a long time to make (e.g. overnight stays 

at friends) 
• They want choice in where they are placed – they value having good foster 

carers 
• They want reliable social workers who they can contact when they need them 

and don’t want lots of changes 
• They don’t want their reviews to be boring and would like them to be shorter 

and held at nice venues with refreshments 
• At school they want to feel normal – treated the same as their peers in terms of 

expectations / aspiration 
• They worry about being picked on and bullied because they are in care 
• They don’t want to be made to go to medicals 
• They worry about who knows what about them – they don’t like it when 

professionals  they don’t know attend meetings about them 
• They worry about their parents and other siblings who may still be at home or 

placed elsewhere 
• Some young people want to remain living with their foster carers post 18 years 
• They think that our concerns about them are not always the same as what is 

important to them 
• They want to be treated like individuals and not cases 

 
 
5. Recommendations 
 
The Panel is asked to: 
 
 1)  note the report and the proposed action; and   
 2)  agree to receive a report on progress in 6 months. 
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6.  Background Documents 
 
Appendix A: Coram Voice Service Review – April 2014 
Appendix B: Your Voice Matters Survey – May 2014 
Appendix C: Your Voice Matters: You said, we did – August 2014 
Appendix D: Meridian Health Survey Dashboard – April 2014 
 
7. Contact details: 
 
Paul Brightwell 
Head of Quality Assurance 
Children’s Safeguarding Unit 
Specialist Children’s Services Division 
Social Care, Health and Wellbeing Directorate 
Kent County Council 
Tel: 01622 694308  
Email: paul.brightwell@kent.gov.uk  
 
Sarah Skinner 
Business Service Manager 
Social Care, Health and Wellbeing Directorate 
Kent County Council 
Tel: 01233 898536 
Email: sarah.skinner@kent.gov.uk  
 
Ann Kitto 
Complaints Manager 
Social Care, Health and Wellbeing Directorate 
Kent County Council 
Tel: 01233 652144 
Email: ann.kitto@kent.gov.uk  
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Voice 
1 The Kent Advocacy Service 
 
Voice has provided the advocacy service to KCC since July 31st 2012. This report refers to the reporting period of 1st August 
2013 –30th April 2014.   
The service is currently delivered by a core team of Kent based advocates including our service coordinator Kristy Tidey. The 
core service team is supported by the helpline who can answer and respond to immediate calls and correspondence from young 
people, community advocates located in London and the South East and elsewhere in England, as well as our specialist 
advocates (Young Migrants and Refugees, Children with Disabilities, Children with Mental Health Issues, and 16+ Care Leavers) 
who can advise and support the core team on specialist queries in support of young people 
 
Coram Voice updates:   
We have recently recruited 7 new freelance advocates to the Coram Voice team, two of whom will be solely based in Kent. Both 
Kent advocates have completed a three day training in advocacy practice, 1 day’s safeguarding training and one days training in 
equality and diversity The Kent team now consists of advocates positioned across East, Mid and West Kent. The recruitment of 
freelance advocates in Kent is also supported by the expansion of the helpline which is experiencing an increasing volume of 
referrals and enquiries nationally.  
 
The Coram Voice head office has now moved to the Coram campus. The transition has been successful without any notable 
impact on service delivery. The helpline contact numbers have remained the same allowing young people and professionals to 
access the service as normal.  
 
Coram Voice advocates are now supported with legal advice from the Coram Children’s Legal Centre which has been on-going 
since the turn of this year. We have received a wealth of positive feedback from Coram Voice advocates and young people who 
have reported that young peoples’ enquiries are responded to quickly and that the legal team are always child centred and able 
to provide advice in an accessible manner,. 
 
The Voice service in Kent continues to be accessible via the Voice Helpline: 
         Freephone: 0808 800 5792 Email: help@voiceyp.org  Text: 07758 670369 Online: www.voiceyp.org 
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2 The Work We Have Done – Service Performance 
  
We are continuing to successfully reach young people across the county and provide effective advocacy both via the Coram 
Voice Advocacy helpline and direct community advocacy. The service continues to receive a variety of referrals covering a 
range of issues, with cases often covering multiple and often complex issues. 
 
During the reporting period of 1st August 2013 – 30th April 2014 the service has received a total of 150 referrals.  
 
At the time of reporting the service was supporting approximately 55 Kent young people who were receiving direct advocacy, 
and 8 young people receiving advocacy via the helpline. It is positive to report that within the first three quarters of the 
reporting year 2013-2014 there have been a higher number of referrals received compared to July 2012-July 2013. 
 
 
Case Duration: The average case length for concluded allocated cases was 29 weeks. This reflects the length of time between 
receiving the initial referral to the service to when the young person’s case is closed. There are currently a number of active 
cases where young people have presented additional advocacy issues to those taken at the point of referral increasing the 
length of the case duration. The average case length also takes into account cases were complaints are escalated to Stage 2 and 
above.   
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Voice 
Sources of Referrals: Helpline  
It is encouraging to report that the largest source of referrals to the helpline continued to be from young people making contact 
directly, which has remained a consistent trend during the period that Coram Voice has provided Kent’s advocacy service. This 
highlights both the knowledge of young people in knowing who and how to contact advocacy, but also that we retain a focus on 
being child focused so that the helpline remains accessible to young people directly Social workers were the second highest 
source of referral which is also consistent with previous reporting periods. The referral source ‘others’ includes referrals from 
friends and other non related contacts. The ‘unknown’ source represents cases where the referrer has either declined to 
provide the information or it has not been possible to obtain the information.  
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Voice 
Sources of referrals: Allocated Cases 

 
Young people contacting the service directly also continued to represent the largest referral source for cases which went 
on to be allocated an advocate followed by referral from social workers. The third highest source of referrer for cases 
allocated was ‘other professionals’, this includes IRO’S, teachers, college tutors and fostering services. The proportion of 
young people making direct contact to the service to self-refer suggests a correlation with the age breakdown of young 
people accessing the service, who are primarily aged between 16- 21 years. We have continued to see an increase in the 
referrals of Non-Instructed advocacy cases and for younger children, which is reflected in the proportion of referrals 
received from professionals, relatives and foster carers who have referred on behalf of young people unable to do so 
themselves.  
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4. Issues Trends and Learning 
 
          Gender Breakdown:  

There has continued to be a higher number of males receiving allocated advocacy during the reporting period than 
females, which has been a consistent trend each reporting period since July 2012. It has been noted in previous 
performance reports that this is in contrast to trends observed by Coram Voice in other local authorities. However it is 
likely to be reflective of the high population of UASC in Kent; of whom the majority are male.  
During the reporting period between 31st October-31st January 2014, just over half of all male referrals were supported by 
the SUASC team. The reporting period between 1st February – 30th April 2014 saw a third of all male referrals who were 
allocated advocates were supported by SUASC team.  
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Age Breakdown 
     
The majority of young people receiving allocated advocacy were between the ages 16-25 . This trend is similar to those Coram 
Voice observes in other local authorities and reflects the increased capacity of young people at this age to make direct contact with 
the service. The advocacy service in Kent has also successfully continued to receive referrals of young people aged 3-15 years . 
Between 1st February and 30th April just under half of the referrals received were young people aged 15 years and under.  
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Issues: (See graphs) 
 
Helpline issues: 
 
The top issue raised by young people contacting the helpline was Education, Training and Employment. Issues in this category 
related to requiring travel money to attend education, access to education, young people wishing to know their rights and 
entitlements whilst engaging in education and support with education fees.  
 
The second most common issue raised on the helpline was categorised as ‘other’. This figure is inclusive of issues which do not fit 
into a category, including enquiries which have been signposted to alternative services and for cases where it has not been 
possible to record the issue for example when young people have lost contact or do wish to disclose. 
 
 
Allocated case issues: 
 
Young people’s request to remain in placement continues to be the most common issue for young people receiving direct 
advocacy. Of the young people aged 15 years and under, over half presented ‘placement’ as at least one of their issues.  
 
Issues relating to Education, Training &  Employment and  Finance, Benefits & Debt were the second most common issues raised.   
Young people typically raised issues relating to receiving financial support from social services, the advice and support they are 
receiving with regard to education, benefits and support transition into independence.   
 
 
Additional issues raised within the reporting period included; safeguarding relating to a young person presenting as homeless, 
requests for more support from SW’s and requests for support at social service meetings.  
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4. Feedback, Compliments & Complaints. 

 
Support to Make Complaints:  
 
During the reporting period there have been approximately 28 cases where young people have either been supported to 
make a complaint or pursue their existing complaint to the next stage of the complaints process.  

 
Coram Voice Advocates continue to work in line with the National Advocacy Standards and have ensured that young 
people are always informed about their options when wishing to raise an issue or make a complaint to social services and 
act solely on instruction. As a service we have acknowledged feedback from the local authority and have continued to 
emphasis to young people where appropriate, the possibility of resolving issues outside of the complaints process and 
encouraging young people to self advocate.  
There have been several examples of advocacy work carried out during this reporting period that have seen young 
people’s issues resolved successfully or resolutions initiated outside of the complaints process. Two cases saw young 
people provided with sufficient information regarding their rights and entitlements by their advocate to empower them 
to discuss issues directly with their social workers without requiring the presence of an advocate and avoiding the 
complaints process.  

 
 

 
Support in LAC reviews:   
There were approximately 16 cases where advocates supported young people during LAC reviews including non-instructed 
advocacy cases where advocates represented the wishes and feelings of young people who are unable to actively 
participate in meetings themselves.  
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Issues 
Resolved:  

 
 
 

 
There have been 19 allocated cases which have seen the young persons issues fully resolved and 9 cases which have been 
partially resolved,. There was only one case closed during the reporting period where a young person did not feel their issues had 
been resolved. The unknown figure refers to young people who lost contact with their advocates and it was therefore not possible 
to clarify their outcome or obtain their views. 
 
 
Promoting the service:  
 
It is acknowledged that during the reporting period there have been some changes to the location and staffing to the teams 
supporting Kent’s CIC and Care Leavers, and as a result it willl be necessary to continue to re visit teams across the county in the 
coming months to continue to promote the advocacy service and advise professionals about Coram Voice’s referral process. We 
would welcome any discussion to explore further ways of promoting the service directly with young people and children.  
 
We have received feedback from professionals during this reporting period that there is a particular need to provide further 
information to professionals regarding Non Instructed Advocacy. Voice information booklets have been sent out to teams and this 
will be followed up with attendance at relevant team meetings.  
 
 
Despite encouraging young people to participate in providing feedback forms at the point of case closure, , we have not 
received any returned feedback forms during this reporting period, and this continues to be an issue across Coram Voice 
services.  As a result we have recently trialled a ‘snapshot week’ in one of our areas whereby every advocate seeks feedback 
directly from the young person regardless of the stage in which the advocacy case has reached. We are still collating the results 

 Resolved partially resolved  not resolved unknown not recorded 
Closed Allocated 19 9 1 9      1 
Closed Helpline 4 2 2 5 11 
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of this week’s trial, but if successful we would look to roll this out across all our contracted areas as a means to receive young 
people’s views, and importantly their consent to share this externally  
 
Whilst the lack of formal feedback is disappointing, we also appreciate that completing a feedback form is not always at the top 
of young people’s agenda. As an advocacy service we strive to encourage young people to feedback and share their views, and 
we would welcome discussion around potential opportunities to seek increased feedback with KCC  
 
We have acknowledged that advocates often receive feedback from young people and professionals directly throughout their 
work on advocacy cases, and below are some examples where we have quotes but without consent to identify the source of the 
quote   .  
 
Direct feedback and comments from young people: 
 
‘Thank you very much; you are a nice person, thank you for always helping me’. 
 
‘Thank you to Mr *** and Voice for helping me’. 
 
‘Thank you again, you are the only person who listened to me and you make them listen’ 
 
‘Voice are good people’ 
 
 
Feedback from professionals/ Carers:  
 
‘I would like to say a big thank you to you and your team for all of your hard work, help and support over the 
past year. Your knowledge and expertise during this time was exceptional’ Mother of a young person. 
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We just wanted to say thank you for the copy of your report which we thought was excellent. We really 
appreciate your help with this. Feedback received from professionals attending a LAC review. 
 
‘I’m not sure how you get assigned to a young person but we wondered if there was ever a student that we 
felt needed an independent advocate that we could recommend you. We have been so thrilled with your 
recent work with ***8  that it would be great if we could recommend you in future’  Email received from 
professional working at a residential school  
 
‘It is a shame every young person cannot have an advocate like you’  
 Comment from a yp’s teacher at a LAC review. 
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Case Study 1. 
 
A deaf young person aged 5 was referred to the helpline by her social worker. The social worker suggested the young person 
may require independent advocacy support because she had told professionals she was unhappy with the long commute to 
school due to being unable to communicate with the driver. 
An advocate was allocated and met with the young person with an interpreter. Unable to seek the young person’s wishes on 
where to meet over the telephone the advocate liaised with the young person’s social worker and teacher to ensure that 
arrangements were made to meet here the needs of the young person and where she felt most comfortable.  
 
The advocate used emotion cards to communicate and observe how the young person was feeling and take instruction based on 
her wishes and feelings. The young person was able to communicate despite her age and communication difficulties enough to 
inform her advocate that the journeys to school made her sad and the reasons why. 
 
The advocate spoke to various professionals involved to gather information and learned that it had been written in the young 
person’s SEN Statement that journeys to and from school should not exceed the length of time they were and that the young 
person should also be provided with an escort  
 
The young person’s advocate communicated this information to social services and presented the young persons wishes’ and 
views at her LAC review. Following the reviews and agreement by professionals that the situation for the young person was not 
suitable the advocate continued to contact and work with young person’s IRO, social work team manger and VSK to ensure that 
actions were taken to reduce journey times and allocate an escort as quickly as possible. 
 
The young person’s taxi journey as result has now been shortened in line with the recommendations of the young person’s SEN 
statement. The advocate continues to pursue the possibility of an escort travelling with the young person and alternative ways 
that social services and education can provide stimulus and means of communication during the journey.  
Work being Carried out in relation to the Kent Pledge: a Good Education 
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Case Study 2. 
 
A young person aged 11 was referred to the service by a fostering agency that had concerns that the young person was going to be moved 
from her placement against her wishes. The move was proposed for the week following the initial date of referral.  
 
With the consent of the young person an advocate visited following day to initially to explain the role of an advocate, identify if the young 
person felt they wanted advocacy support and if it she was able to give clear instruction.  The advocate requested with consent of the young 
person to speak to her without her foster carers present to obtain an independent view of the issues directly from the young person. 
 
Using pictures, word cards and an activity booklets the young person was able to understand the role of an advocate and during the meeting 
explained that she did not want to leave the placement and she cried at night. The advocate spent time with the young person exploring her 
feelings and was given permission by the young person to speak to the social worker about how she felt. 
 
The advocate passed on the information to the social worker the following day, he advised that the young person had not spoken about  not 
being able to sleep and was complimentary that the young person had felt at ease enough to raise these issues with an advocate. The 
information was passed onto CAHMS so that the young person could be appropriately supported. The social worker advised that plans to 
move the young person had been planned with great  care and attention to meet her needs and best interests and the decision would remain. 
 
The advocate met with the young person the following day to explain the response of the social worker, the young persons wishes remained 
the same and so  the advocate explained to the young person  she could write a letter to ask if she could stay at the placement.  On instruction  
and with the young person’s  contribution the advocate submitted a Stage 1 complaint. 
 
The advocate made arrangements to visit the young person following the placement move which had not agreed to be froze to see if her 
wishes had changed and take further instruction. The young person told her advocate she was not as scared as he thought she would be and 
she really liked her new home. The advocate suggested whether she still wanted his letter to be read or not and was instructed by the young 
person that she didn’t need anyone to read it now and was happy and pleased she had her advocate visit her to check she was ok. 
 
 
 
Work being carried out in relation to the Kent Pledge: Champion Needs & Sense of belonging 
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Case Study 3.  
 
A young person aged 17 contacted the helpline requesting advocacy support because he required clarification about compensation he was 
due to receive from social services. The young person told his advocate that he and his family had been trying to ask social services for a 
long time but had not received any answers, only misguided advice he would lose the money if he did not claim it before turning 18 years 
old.  
 
The advocate met with the young person and discussed his options, the young person felt he had already tried to resolve the problem 
outside the complaints process and advised his advocate he wanted to make a Stage 1 complaint. The advocate supported to the young 
person to write a complaint and submitted it on his behalf. 
 
The young person was contacted very soon after submitting the complaint by A KCC lawyer who discussed the queries with the young person 
and quickly confirmed in writing that he would receive the  compensation on his 18th Birthday.  
 
The young person was pleased with how quickly the issue was resolved after submitting a complaint and was thankful of the support 
provided by both her advocate and the KCC lawyer responding to her.  
 
All issues for the young person were successfully resolved and the case went on to be closed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work being carried out in relation to Kent Pledge: Champion Needs and Interests. 
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Work taking place in relation to KENT PLEDGE Commitments 
 
 
 
1.  Sense of 
belonging 

* Coram Voice employ specialist 16+, asylum, mental health and disability advocates alongside 
a team of freelance advocates with a range backgrounds and experiences; allowing children 
and young people regardless of age, gender, culture or disability to receive advocacy support. 
Wherever possible advocates are allocated based on young people’s preferences and 
individual needs.  
* Coram Voice is committed to ensuring young people have knowledge of their rights and 
entitlements in line with current legislation and the commitments outlined in the Kent 
Pledge.  Advocates advise and support young people to raise issues to the LA and challenge via 
Kent’s complaints process if necessary if these are not honoured. 
* During the closure of an advocacy case Coram Voice offers young people the opportunity to 
keep updated with Coram Voice’s news and updates allowing them to continue to be involved 
with the service after their cases have been closed.  
 
 

2. A consistent adult Young people receiving advocacy from Coram Voice advocates can expect to have one 
consistent allocated advocate with whom they can build an appropriate relationship. In the 
event a young person moves of out county we would aim to allocate an advocate in the area 
and continue to provide support for that young person with minimal disruption. Coram Voice 
also provides a free national advocacy helpline offering advice and support for young people 
in the short term.  
  

3. A good education Coram Voice advises and informs young people of their education rights and entitlements 
based on current legislation and referencing commitments in the Kent Pledge. In the event 
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that young people are not in receipt of these entitlements,  advocates will support young 
people to raise the issue with the LA and challenge via the complaints procedure as an option 
and  if requested. 
Where trends in cases are identified Voice will highlight these at contract reviews and work 
with the LA to address how this can be resolved.  
Coram Voice have a publication entitled ‘Sorted and Supported’ available for young people, 
which explains the rights and entitlements of care leavers. 
Coram Voice have established a working relationship with VSK and will continue to do so  in 
the coming months to address issues relating to education and to be updated with 
entitlements for Kent CIC . Advocates are aware of and have access to all VSK contacts and 
advise young people of these as required. The VSK website link has been added to Voice’s 
website to allow young people access to further information. 
Coram Voice will include CICC leaflets in feedback forms sent out to young people after 
completion of an advocacy case to encourage young people to continue to engage and 
participate in getting their Voices heard. 
 
 

4 Good memories for 
the future 

Coram Voice advocacy will ensure that young people are aware that they are entitled to 
support from KCC to enjoy opportunities to develop hobbies and interests, and for support to 
build a meaningful record of their lives.  
 

5. Preparation for 
adulthood 

Coram Voice advocacy is led by the wishes and instruction of young people. The advocacy 
process includes and is led by young people at every step and aims to empower by 
encouraging self advocacy, and exploring effective negotiation and communication skills. 
*Advocates enable young people to express their wishes and feelings to adults while being 
realistic about their options and expectations.    
 *Young people are encouraged to be actively involved in important meetings taking place in 
their lives. Advocates will speak on behalf of young people if requested and invest time 
exploring techniques which enable them to attend and contribute their wishes and feelings. 
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6. Champion needs 
and interests 

In line with The National Advocacy Standards Voice advocacy is led by the views and wishes of 
young people to champion their needs and rights.  
 
Coram Voice has and will continue to promote the importance of obtaining young people’s 
views and wishes in any planning or decision making about their lives to professionals and the 
value of independent advocacy in enabling young people to do so. Voice will continue to visit 
social service teams and relevant agencies across the county to support this.  
 
Working relationships have been established with Kent IRO’s, social work teams, CICC and 
fostering services. Voice is currently building relations with external agencies such as 
connexions and homeless charities in the county. 
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3 Contacting Voice 
 
The Kent Voice Advocacy Coordinator is Kristy Tidey kristy.tidey@voiceyp.org / 07807 004 239, and the Voice Advocacy 
Service’s Manger is Andrew Dickie andrew.dickie@voiceyp.org / Richard Walsh Richard.walsh@voiceyp.org 0207239 7504.  
The Voice head office is based in London and can be contacted at: 
 
Gregory House,  
Coram Campus,  
49 Mecklenburgh Square, 
 London WC1N 2QA  
 
Telephone: 020 7833 5792 
Fax: 020 7713 1950 
Voice Free phone number for young people is 0808 800 5792 
The web address is www.voiceyp.org  

 
 
 
    Voice Kent Advocacy Service, Review 1st August – 
30th April 2014 
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Executive Summary 

 

A survey of children in care in Kent, which had been co-designed and tested 

by the children themselves, was undertaken in the spring of 2014.  The survey 

was responded to by 326 children across the age ranges of 7 to 16+. 

 

Positive feedback: 

 Most children know who their social worker is and can talk to them 
about their problems, but some (particularly those aged 16+) do not 
feel able to contact them. 
 

 The majority of children feel they can speak to a caring adult if they are 
unhappy or have a problem, usually this is a carer or parent, but 
teachers and social workers/case workers are also important. 
 

 The majority of younger children reported that they get help from their 
teacher to learn and have friends to play with all or some of the time. 

 

Areas of concern: 

 Access to Looked after Children (LAC) nurses can be a problem, 
particularly for the 16+ age group, where 18% report not knowing how 
to speak to a nurse. 
 

 There was a low awareness amongst the 11 to 15 year olds of the role 
of the independent reviewing officer (IRO) and also nearly one third of 
these children did not know how to speak to their IRO. 
 

 Similarly, over a quarter of care leavers did not know how to contact 
their support worker. 
 

 Over a quarter of care leavers did not have trust and confidence in their 
social worker. 
 

 Around half of children did not have a copy of their care plan, and 
many felt they do not have a say in what goes into their care plan. 
 

 Around 17% of care leavers did not feel safe or only sometimes felt 
safe where they live. 
 

 A number of children told us that they do not like completing surveys 
and they feel that they are asked too many questions. 
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 “Being in care would be better for me if…” 

 

 

 
  

Want to see more of/live with siblings/parents: 
…I knew my mum and dad were ok. I know they don’t 
come to contact but I wish I knew they were ok. I see 
my other family a few times a year which is good. 

Don’t like surveys: 
 Why is this survey 

relevant? 

No/Less meetings: 
Meetings need to be shorter. 
Less things need to be 
mentioned. Social workers 
need to arrive to meetings on 
time. 

Too few friends/activities: 
Having new friends who are in 
foster care. 

Don’t like surveys: 
…I didn’t have any silly forms to 

fill in like this one. I am Happy, 

happy, happy now leave me 

alone. 

Don’t like surveys: 
…I didn’t get forms to fill 

out like this one they are 

boring thank you :) 

Don’t like surveys: 
Can we stop having 

forms to fill out. 

Want to see more 
of/live with 
siblings/parents: 
…I could see my 
mum and dad 
more and my 
sisters. 

Want to see more 
of/live with 
siblings/parents: 
…I could stay with my 
brother. At first I was 
with my brother, but 
now we are split up. He 
lives in Margate and I 
live in Maidstone. 

Want to see more of/live with 
siblings/parents: 
…I could have a sibling to play 
with and do everything with. I 
used to live with my brother when 
I got put in to care. But now I feel 
that he should still be with me. It 
was nice to have someone to play 
with and talk to. 

No/Less meetings: 
…Social workers would stop 
interfering so much, there were 
less meetings, if I had the same 
social worker (instead of them 
keep on changing) 

No/Less 
meetings: 
…I had contact only 
when I want and 
my social worker 
only stayed for a 
short time and no 
meetings. 

No/Less meetings: 
…We didn't have so many extra 
meetings. 
…We didn't keep being asked to 
do surveys about being in care. 

Too few 
friends/activities: 
…I got to do more 
activities. 
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Other issues with key worker: 
I think 16 plus staff meaning social/case workers need 
more training. Most of them don’t understand the children 
or young adults. I think you need to employ people that 
have been in care, that have been through the same stuff 
as us kids have, instead of employing text book social 
workers that don’t have kids and just read out of a book! 

Help/Support with life: 
I sometimes feel that 
people do not give kids a 
chance. 

More 
privacy/anonymity: 
…I didn't have so many 
restrictions and I could 
have passwords on my 
computer and phones. 

Issues with 
school: 
…I could change 

school. 

Was told if I am changing 
carer/social worker: 
…I know everything that was 

happening and chose my 

social worker and carer if 

they are changed. 

Other issues with key worker: 
…I had a SW that's stuck with me.  Mine had just left and we 
have been told by a phone call not by him and he has left. 
People didn't have to write everything I do down. 

Other issues with key 
worker: 
I feel let down when my 
Social worker doesn't 
turn up or changes her 
appointments too much. 

Other issues with key 
worker: 
…I knew who my 
reviewing officer is. 

More 
privacy/anonymity: 
I would like to keep 
my conversation 
private with other 
people who I talk to. 

Was told if I am changing 
carer/social worker: 
…I chose my carer/social 

worker and get told when I’m 

moving or changing 

carer/social worker. 

Issues with school: 
…We had another child and 

people understood me at 

school. 

Issues with school: 
…I got 1 to 1 tutoring at 

school. 

Help/Support with life: 
…My Mum not making me worried that 
she is going to take me away. 

Help/Support with life: 
Cut out all the rules like no touching, going in 
other people's rooms and no shouting I just 
want help getting through my life and cut out 
all the rules. 

Help/Support 
with life: 
…People helped 
me more. 
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Social worker didn’t keep changing: 

I have called three times asking same thing and 

been told they will get back to me each time. My 

worker was ***** I could always ask her and get 

answers but was told she isn't my caseworker 

anymore so no idea who to go to. 

Social worker 

didn’t keep 

changing: 

…I could keep 

social workers 

longer. 

Social worker didn’t keep 

changing: 

…I had a long term social worker as I 

have had a lot over the past 6 years. 

I found this survey difficult because I 

have only had my new worker for 

less than 2 weeks so I answered this 

survey on my old worker. 

Social worker 

didn’t keep 

changing: 

…I had the 

same social 

worker, it 

always 

changes. 

Less/No contact with 

social worker: 

…I did not have to 

have a social worker, 

I'm happy in my foster 

home for ever. 

Want more independence: 

…I was allowed to go out to town and 

with my friends and no adults. 
Prefer to remain in care: 

I would like to stay where I am because I 

feel safe where I am and I'm not ready to 

move on. 

Want more independence: 

…I can have my name as Lambert. 

Want more independence: 

…I got to keep my phone on me (not hand it 

in) and I got a say in what I have to do (being 

told what activity I have to do with VSK). 

Prefer to remain 

in care: 

…I can stay for 

ever how long I can 

with *** and ***. 

Prefer to 

remain in care: 

…I stayed in 

care. 

Less/No contact with social worker: 

…Social workers left me alone, like mine 

does. 

Less/No contact with social 

worker: 

I only want the social worker 

to come to our house a few 

times a year 

Less/No contact with 

social worker: 

…I had no social 

workers to see and to 

be left. 
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Background & Objectives 

The Social Care, Health and Wellbeing service along with the Business 

Intelligence team were commissioned to undertake an independent, non-

service driven, review of children in care. The research aimed to capture the 

views of children in care and give them an open platform to share their 

experiences and what matters to them. It was decided a survey would be the 

best way to capture these views. 

The Young Lives Foundation (YLF), a Kent based children’s charity, was 

asked to provide some independent consultancy to help inform the setup of 

the new survey. They conducted focus groups and interviews with children in 

care to find out what they wanted to tell us (the corporate parent) about their 

experiences of being in care. This information was used to inform the design 

of the survey questions. The YLF also sought feedback on survey formats and 

designs and found that, unsurprisingly, most children dislike dull surveys that 

have a corporate feel; a common theme among other surveys they are asked 

to complete. Another crucial finding from this preliminary work was that 

children feel they are surveyed too often and see little action resulting. The 

YLF used their preliminary work to produce some draft surveys which were 

then further developed by the Research and Evaluation survey team at KCC 

in order to produce sound research questions while maintaining the integrity 

of the YLF’s work. 

 Methodology 

The survey was designed to be accessible via a number of platforms. A 

dedicated web site was set up to host the survey online. It was designed with 

a bright, engaging, identifiable theme incorporating the Your Voice Matters 

branding. The web survey also had a built in function to assist children with 

limited reading ability; a text to speech function which reads aloud the 

questions.  The survey could also be accessed and completed in a hard copy 

format with the same theme and branding as the online version, but returned 

by email or post. There were three versions of the survey depending on the 

age of the child and an easy access version was also produced for those 

children with special educational needs who may have found it easier to 

complete than the age appropriate alternative. Different questions were asked 

in each of the three versions, which allowed the questions to be tailored to the 

needs of each group.  

The survey was sent out to the teams who work with children in care who 

were asked to cascade the survey to the children. The teams included the 

Foster carer team, Social Workers, Asylum Seekers team and Disabled 

Children’s service. 
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The survey was sent out on 12th March 2014 and respondents were initially 

given one month to complete the survey with weekly reminders sent via email. 

There were also regular reviews of response numbers. After three weeks the 

number of responses was lower than hoped and it was therefore decided to 

extend the deadline by two weeks. The invite was also sent out to designated 

teachers at this point, which fell around the school Easter break, therefore 

extra time was needed for responses. The final deadline for responses 

became the 27th April 2014. 

Sample 

All children in care were asked to complete the survey, from those aged 7 

years and over up to care leavers.  

Respondents 

The survey returned 326 responses which are shown in Table 1 broken down 

by age and platform. 

Table 1: Respondents by age and platform 

  Age 7-10 Age 11-15 Age 16+ 
Easy 

Access Total 

Online 36 46 16 0 98 

Hard Copy 72 87 53 16 228 

TOTAL 108 133 69 16 326 

 

For the purposes of analysis responses to the easy access version of the 

survey were included in the age 7-10 category.   Of these responses there 

were twelve aged 7-10, three aged 11-15 and one aged 16+. 

Detailed findings 

The following charts and comments reflect the findings from the responses to 

the survey.  Note that as each age group received a tailored questionnaire, 

not all the responses can be compared across age groups.  However, where 

this has been possible comparative results are presented. 
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Key workers 

1. Do children and young adults know the identity of their social worker? 

 

Response to this question was positive across all age groups; over 90% of 

each age group know who their social worker is.  However, over 16s are less 

likely than the younger children to know the identity of their social worker. 

2. Do children and young adults know how to speak to their social worker? 

 

Whilst over 90% of the children and young adults know who their social 

worker is, when asked if they know how to speak to them only 75% said yes.  

The chart shows that the older age groups are less likely to know how to 

speak to their social worker when compared to the younger children, with 18% 

of over 16s saying they did not, and 20% of 11-15 year old children saying 

sometimes. 
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3. Do social workers tell children aged 7-10 what is happening when 

they talk to them? 

 

In response to this question nearly three quarters of the children aged 7-10 

feel that they are being told what is happening when they speak with their 

social worker. 

4. Do social workers explain to children and young adults aged over 11 

why things are going to be different and what is going to happen when 

changes are made? 

 

(There was one ‘N/A’ responses to the first question and two to the second) 

Of all children aged 11 and over who answered these questions, 67% said 

that their social worker always explains why things are going to happen 

differently from what they expect and 68% agreed that their social worker 

always explains to them what is going to happen when changes are made.  
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When comparing the two age groups the chart shows that more of the over 

16s felt they were not explained things by their social worker.  

5. Do children and young adults aged over 11 have a positive 

relationship with their social worker? 

 

 (There was one ‘N/A’ response to each of these questions) 

When asked if they have trust and confidence in their social worker, 68% of 

the children and young adults said yes, however the chart shows that children 

aged 11-15 had more trust and confidence when compared to the over 16s, 

where over a quarter (26%) of the 16+ children and young adults said no. 

When asked if their social worker listens to them, 72% of the children and 

young adults agreed.  Again the over 16s felt they were not listened to as 

much as the 11-15 age group, with 16% of the over 16s disagreeing. 

When asked if their social worker understands what matters to them, 67% of 

the children and young adults agreed.  More of the over 16s felt they were not 

understood when compared to the 11-15 age group. 

Overall over two thirds of the children and young adults felt they have a 

positive relationship with the social worker.  More of the 11-15 age groups felt 

their relationship was only sometimes positive whereas more 16+ felt that they 

did not have a positive relationship with their social worker, especially where 

this relates to trust and confidence.  
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6. Do social workers talk to children aged 11-15 and the people they live 

with if there are problems at home? 

 

When children aged 11-15 were asked if they can talk to their social worker if 

they have problems with the people they live with and if their social worker 

would makes things better, around 75% agreed and 8% disagreed. 

7. Are social workers consistent when dealing with things that matter to 

young adults aged over 16?

 

This question was only put to children aged over 16. Nearly two thirds of 

children and young adults over the age of 16 feel that their social worker is 

consistent when dealing with things that matter to them, whilst 17% 

disagreed. 
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8. Who can children aged 7-10 speak to if they are unhappy? 

 

Children aged 7-10 reported that they mostly (85%) feel that they can talk to 

their parent/carer when they are unhappy. A further 56% feel that they can 

talk to a teacher whilst 47% feel that they can talk to a social worker when 

they are unhappy.  Sixteen percent of the children do not think that they can 

speak to a social worker when they are unhappy. Very few do not feel that 

they can speak to their carer or parent. 

Of the 43 children aged 7-10 that reported that there was also someone else 

they could talk to, 60% said they can talk to a friend, 14% said a sibling/cousin 

and 9% said another adult. 

 9. Can children and young adults aged over 11 talk to a caring adult if 

they have a problem? 

 

(There was one ‘N/A’ response to this question) 
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Overall 88% of children and young adults aged over 11 feel that they can talk 

to a caring adult if they have a problem.  However 5% of the over 16s feel that 

they cannot speak to a caring adult if they have a problem compared to only 

1% of the children in the 11-15 age group. 

10.  Who can children and young adults aged over 11 speak to if they 

have a problem? 

 

As was the case for the children aged 7-10, children and young adults over 

the age of 11 are most likely to speak to a parent/carer if they have a problem, 

whereas speaking to a social worker was not as popular.  Of children aged 

11-15, 20% would choose to speak to a teacher, whereas among the over 16s 

only 10% would speak to teachers.  Of the 16+ children, 21% told us that they 

would speak to a friend if they had a problem.  Of those that reported 

speaking to someone else, the people they mentioned were sibling/cousins, 

grandparents, other family members and other adults. 
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11. Do children and young adults aged over 11 know how to contact a 

nurse and feel they can talk to them? 

 

(There were three ‘N/A’ responses to the first question and four to the second) 

When it comes to contacting and speaking to a nurse, overall 75% of the 

children and young adults over the age of 11 know how to get in contact with 

a nurse, but only 61% said that they can talk to a nurse about anything that 

worries them. It is worth noting that 18% of the 16+ age group reported that 

they did not know how to contact a nurse. 

12. What do children aged 11-15 know about their Independent Review 

Officers?     
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When asked if they knew what an independent review officer was, just under 
two thirds reported that they did.  Even though 27% of children did not know 
what an IRO was, only 21% did not know who their IRO was, whereas 71% 
did.  When asked if they know how to speak to their IRO 71% said yes or 
sometimes.  Out of all the children 70% agreed that they can speak to their 
IRO in private. 
 
13. Do children and young adults aged over 16 know who their Support 

worker is and how to contact them? 

 

(There were seven ‘N/A’ responses to each of these questions) 

When young adults were asked if they knew who their support worker is 76% 

said yes or sometimes, when asked if they know how to contact them only 

70% said yes. 
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14. Do children and young adults aged over 11 believe that their 

information is only shared by those who support them when it is 

necessary?        

  

(There was one ‘N/A’ response to this question) 

When asked if they think that information about themselves is only shared by 

those who support then when it is necessary, overall 78% agreed, whereas 

looking at the over 16s 11% disagreed. 

 

Care Plans 

15. Do children and young adults aged over 11 have a copy of their care 

plan and have a say in what goes into it? 
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Children and young adults over the age of 11 were asked about their care 

plan.  When asked if they have a copy of their care plan, only 36% of 11-15 

year olds said they did have a copy, whereas 55% of over 16s said they had a 

copy.  However when asked if they have a say in what goes in their care plan, 

26% of 11-16 said no, whereas considering the over 16s, only 15% said no. 

These findings show that whilst a relatively high proportion of the care leavers 

do not have a copy of their care plan they do feel they have more involvement 

in their care plans when compared to the younger age group. 

 

Home Life 

16. Are children aged 7-15 happy at home and living with caring and 

supportive people? 

 

Of the children aged between 7-10 years old, 98% are happy or sometimes 

happy living with their current family/foster carer.  Children aged 11-15 agree 

that the people they live with are caring and supportive, with 93% agreeing 

and 6% saying sometimes. 
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17. Were the young adults over the age of 16 given a choice of places to 

live and do they feel safe there? 

 

 (There were five ‘N/A’ responses to the first question and one for second) 

When asked if they were given a choice of places to live, 40% of the children 

and young adults felt that they did not and 48% felt that they did.  When the 

care leavers were asked if they felt safe where they live, 83% agreed, 12% 

sometimes felt safe, whereas 5% did not feel safe where they live. 

18. Were the care leavers given life skills to help them live on their own? 

 

(There were six ‘N/A’ responses to the first question) 

Care leavers were asked if they felt they were supported in developing skills 

to help them to live on their own. Of those asked, 75% said that they were.  

When asked if they have skills to manage the money they have to live on, 

only 59% felt they had the skills and 30% felt they sometimes have the skills. 
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School life 

19. Are children aged 7-10 getting help from their teacher to learn and 

have friends they enjoy playing with at school? 

 

Young children report feeling supported by their teacher with 87% of the 

children asked agreeing that their teacher helps them to learn, whereas 12% 

felt they were supported sometimes.  When asked about their friends at 

school, 78% said that they have friends they enjoy playing with.  However 

20% sometimes had friends to play with and 2% felt they did not have any 

friends at school. 

20. Are children and young adults aged over 11 supported and treated 

the same at school/college? 

 

(There were seventeen ‘N/A’ responses to the first question and thirteen to the second) 
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When asked if they are supported at school/college and how they are treated, 

overall 79% of the children and young adults agreed that their learning is 

supported and encouraged, but when this is compared to the older age group 

a larger proportion of over 16s (11%) felt they were unsupported.  Overall 

71% of the children and young adults feel they are treated the same as other 

young people by teachers and other adults, but again amongst the over 16s a 

larger proportion disagree (14%) when compared to the 11-15 year olds.  

 

Complaints, rights and having your say 

21. Do children and young adults aged over 11 understand their rights 

and what they are entitled to? 

 

(There was one ‘N/A’ response to this question) 

When asked if they know their rights and entitlements, overall 72% of the 

children and young people reported that they did.   
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22. Do young adults aged over 16 know how to make a complaint and 

feel confident that it will be dealt with confidentially? 

 

(There was one ‘N/A’ responses to the first question and two to the second) 

The young adults over the age of 16 were asked about making complaints 

and 83% reported that they knew how to make a complaint. However only 

70% believed that it would be dealt with confidently and 16% did not.  
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Table 2: How can care be improved? 

  Age 7-10 Age 11-15 Age 16+ TOTAL 

Want to see more of/live 
with siblings/parents 15 10  25 

Don't like surveys 3 4 4 11 

Less/no contact with 
social worker 2 7  9 

Other issue with key 
worker 2 5 2 9 

Social worker didn’t 
keep changing  4 4 8 

No/less meetings 1 4 1 6 

Want more 
independence 2 3  5 

Help/support with life 2 2 1 5 

more privacy/anonymity 1 2 2 5 

Issue with school 2 2  4 

Was told if I am 
changing carer/social 
worker 2  1 3 

Too few friends/activities  3  3 

Prefer to remain in care 1 1 1 3 

Other  2  2 

TOTAL 33 49 16 98 

 

The children and young adults were asked how they think being in care could 

be improved and to provide any additional feedback.  From Table 2 it can be 

seen that the most responses were from the 11-15 year olds, followed by the 

7-10 year olds.  The most frequently mentioned area of concern was to be 

able to see their siblings and parents more often, or to be able to live with 

them.   The table also shows that children frequently reported that they do not 

like filling in surveys. 

Other concerns reported are general issues with their social worker. These 

ranged from having less or no contact with their worker, not being happy with 

frequent changes to their social worker and not being told about these 

changes.  They also reported wanting to have fewer meetings. 

Generally, they report wanting more independence, privacy and anonymity as 

well as wanting help and support.
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Listen 
Up……

 
You Said- We Did!!! 
 
 

Do you remember that a few months ago you were asked to fill in a survey called 
Your Voice Matters, so that Kent County Council could hear directly from you 
about how well (or not) you think we are doing supporting you? 
 
Well 326 of you responded to us and this is what you said……  
 

 Some good things ……. 
 
� Most of you know who your social worker is and you can talk to them about 
your problems but some, especially some of you aged 16 or over, don’t feel able to 
contact them.  
� Most of you feel you can speak to a caring adult if you are unhappy or have 
a problem.  Most of the time this is your carer or parent, but teachers and social 
workers/case workers are also important to you.  
� Most of you who helped us, said that you get help from your teacher to 
learn and you have friends to play with, all or some of the time.  
� Nearly all of you feel happy or are sometimes happy living with the people 
who care for you such as foster carers, which we think is a great result, but we 
will work hard to try to make sure you all feel like this. 
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Some things you said we need to get better with…….. 
 
1. Some of you said you don’t know who your nurse is who you should be 
seeing to check that you are well and healthy and some of you who are 16 
years old said you don’t know how to speak to a nurse.  
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� A nurse has been employed especially to see young people who are 16 and 
over and she will be starting in October. 
� The nurses will be working with your children in care council to create a 
special invitation for you to your health assessments as we know the letters that 
are sent out now, are not great.   
� If you are aged 15 or over we will give you a post card with the name and 
phone number of your nurse and ask your social worker or personal adviser to talk 
with you about this.   
� The nursing team want to be able to offer a more flexible service, so they 
can hopefully see you in a place and at a time that suits both you and them 
� If you are planning on leaving care, your nurse wants to be able to see you 
and talk with you about your health to make sure you know about your health 
history and know to access health services in your area. 
 
 
2. Some of you said you don’t know how to speak to your Independent 
Reviewing Officer (IRO) or even know what they do!  
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� The good news is there are going to be more IRO’s so they will have more 
time to spend with you and see you in between your reviews; so hopefully, you will 
get to know yours! 
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� Also IROs will be giving you their information cards which will have their 
name, photo and contact details so that you will know who they are and how to 
contact them. 
 
 
3. Some of you aged 16 and over who have left care don’t know how to 
contact your support worker! 
 
 This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� There is going to be a new care leaving service especially set up by the end 
of this year (2014) to support care leavers, and we will make sure that all of you 
are provided with regular updates of your Personal Advisor’s contact details as we 
know it is important that you feel able to contact us and feel supported. 
 
 
4. Some of you aged 16 and over said you did not have trust and 
confidence in your social worker! 
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� We want to make this better, and we will be talking with you more to 
ensure you do feel you can trust your social worker. We will talk with social 
workers and their managers to work to make this happen. 
 
 
5. Lots of you said you do not have a copy of your care plan, and many of 
you felt you do not have a say in what goes into it!  
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� Although we know that many of you have told us that you do know what the 
plans are for you and someone has spoken with you about this, we are not happy 
that many of you have not received a written plan and we will work with your 
social worker to make sure this changes. 
 
 
6. Some of you aged 16 and over who have left care told us you did not 
feel safe or only sometimes felt safe where you live.  
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
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� We do not want any of you to feel unsafe where you are living and we will 
work even harder to make sure that all of you when you leave care are provided 
with a suitable place to live, where you feel safe. 
 
 
7. Some of you told us you do not like completing surveys and you feel 
that you are asked too many questions.  
 
This is what we’re doing about it to make it better………. 
 
� We do want to hear from you, but we hear what you say, so we promise to 
reduce the number of surveys we ask you to complete and find other ways of 
hearing your views. 
� We want to hear from our children in care and care leavers and will work 
hard with you to think about how we can do this together! 
 
Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey and for 
reading our response.  
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By: Peter Oakford, Cabinet Member for Specialist Children’s 
Services 

 
 Andrew Ireland, Corporate Director, Social Care, Health and 

Wellbeing 
 
To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 24 October 2014 
 
Subject: Independent Reviewing Officer Manager’s Annual  Report 

2013/14 
 
Classification: Unrestricted 
 
 
Summary: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommendation: 

 
The Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO) Manager report for 
2013/14 is attached.  This reports sets out the work of the IROs and 
their findings from approximately 5000 quality assurance audits of 
practice with looked after children.  The report includes both 
quantitative information about performance and the quality of 
practice as well as examples of the views of children / young people, 
carers, parents and Social Workers and their managers and other 
professionals about their views of the IRO service and Social Work 
practice. 
 
The Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to note and comment on 
the 2013/14 annual IRO management report and its findings. 
 

 
1.  Introduction  
 
(1) Volume 2 of the Children Act 1989 regulations and statutory guidance (IRO 
Handbook) requires that the service manager of each local authority’s Independent 
Reviewing Officer (IRO) Service produce an annual report for the scrutiny of elected 
members and the responsible local authority’s corporate parenting board.  The 
annual report for 2013/14 is presented at appendix 1. 
 
(2) A “You said, we did” response has also been produced that sets out to our 
children and young people what the IRO service is doing in response to the 
feedback they have provided about the service.  This is presented at appendix 2. 
 
(3) In addition to the annual IRO management report, the IRO service also 
produces quarterly quality assurance reports which are presented to Kent’s 
Corporate Parenting Group and the Corporate Parenting Panel. 
 
(4) Quality assurance reports are also provided to each of the 4 operational Areas 
within the Specialist Children’s Services Division with individual feedback provided 
from IROs to social workers after each looked after children review meeting.   
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2.  Recommendations 
 
The Corporate Parenting Panel is asked to note and comment on the 2013/14 
annual IRO management report and its findings. 
 
 
Background documents: 
 
Appendix 1: Independent Reviewing Officer Manager Report Quality Assurance 
Report: Q4, 2013/14 
 
Appendix 2: Survey responses and Children & Young People Participation: Q4 13/14 
 
Contact details: 
Paul Brightwell 
Head of Quality Assurance, Children’s Safeguarding Unit 
Specialist Children’s Services Division 
Social Care, Health and Wellbeing Directorate 
Kent County Council 
Tel: 01622 694308  
Email: Paul.Brightwell@kent.gov.uk 
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Independent Review Officer Service Annual Management Report 
2013/2014 

 
Summary 
The report provides an account of the performance of Kent County Council’s 
Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO) Service for children in care during the year 
2013/2014 (1st April 2013 to 31st March 2014.  The report is divided in to 5 
sections: 
 

• Section 1 – Background information (pages 2 to 4 ) 
• Section 2 – IRO Workload (pages 4 to 7) 
• Section 3 - IRO practice and performance, including findings from 

feedback surveys (pages 7 to 20) 
• Section 4 – Social work practice and performance (pages 20 to 27) 

 
Key headlines 
 

• IROs completed 4685 quality assurance audits over the year out of 5220 
reviews chaired; a 90% completion rate. 

• Children in care numbers have stabilised over the year period, although 
there remain fluctuations on a daily and monthly basis. 

• IRO caseloads have been steadily reducing, although this needs to 
continue in order to enable IROs to be as effective as possible in their 
case oversight role. 

• There has been some improvement in participation of children at their 
reviews, especially in relation to the number chairing all or some of their 
reviews.  Further work is required to strengthen further participation and 
involvement, including outside of the review. 

• IRO activity data shows that there has been a drop in the amount of time 
IROs spend seeing children between reviews 

• The proportion of review meetings chaired within statutory timescales 
remains high at 97.2% 

• The IRO service receives a late notification of children coming in to care in 
approximately a fifth of cases. 

• There has been a significant drop in the number of formal escalations 
made by IROs, which is believed to reflect improvements in the quality of 
practice observed with looked after children over the year.   

• The percentage of care plans that are meeting the child / young person’s 
needs continues to improve.  The work underpinning the care plan is of a 
much higher consistency, which suggests that Social Workers do not 
always effectively translate all that they are doing into a written plan. 
Further work is also required around the implementation of the plan within 
the child / young person’s timeframe, although this has also improved. 

• There has been a significant drop in the proportion of Social Worker’s 
reports for the review graded as satisfactory or better since the last quarter.  
A key factor remains the timeliness of these reports being completed and 
provided to the IRO before the review. 

• The majority of children and young people (95.8%) are considered to be 
receiving their Pledge commitments – although only 15% of children / 
young people report in the consultation questionnaires that they know 
what the Pledge is.  
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• Around half of our children who respond to surveys say they are not 
getting a copy of their care plan.   

• 6% of children / young people who responded to the leaving care survey 
said they found it difficult to get the support and help they needed after 
leaving care. 

• Although carers were generally confident about IRO practice and quality of 
service being provided to children and young people, they would like 
improvement in the following areas - understanding the role of IROs, 
having IROs contact numbers and being able to contact IROs in between 
reviews, continuity of same IRO for the child and the length of reviews 
being shorter. 

• Overall comments from social workers and other professionals indicate 
that they find the IRO service to be very responsive and demonstrate 
sufficient case oversight.  

• Parents are generally positive about the IRO service. However, they would 
like to receive review minutes on time, have greater involvement in their 
child’s review and discuss their concerns with the IRO before the review 
meeting. 

 

Section 1: Background Information 
 
The role and responsibility of IROs 
Good and effective corporate parenting means the local authority and its partner 
agencies making a positive difference for children and young people in care in 
how they are brought up, in the outcomes that they achieve and how they think 
and feel about themselves and others. 
 
This requires IROs to make sure that care plans reflect each child/young 
person’s needs and that the actions required to achieve the plan are identified 
and implemented effectively – in the child/young person’s timescales. 
 
The way in which IROs are expected to undertake their tasks are set out in the  
Department for Education’s IRO Handbook, which forms part of the regulations 
and statutory guidance set out in Volume 2 of the Children Act 1989 – Care 
Planning, Placement and Case Review.  Since April 2011, IROs are expected to 
oversee the quality of practice with respect to the whole child’s case, including in-
between review meetings.    
 
The statutory duties of the IRO are set out under section 25B [1] of the Children 
Act 1989.  These are:  

• Monitor the performance by the local authority of their functions in relation 
to the child’s case 

• Participate (usually as chair) in any reviews of the child’s case 
• Ensure that any ascertained wishes and feelings of the child concerning 

the case are given due consideration by the appropriate authority.  IROs 
are expected to arrange to have contact with children in care before the 
day of their review meetings 

 
IROs have the power to: 

• Adjourn reviews (regulation 36 (2)) if they are satisfied that the local 
authority has not complied adequately with all the requirements relating to 
the review (such as consulting the child/young person, parents etc). 
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• Freeze decisions until a child in care’s review has been held that involve 
any unplanned change to the child’s accommodation that would impact on 
their education (especially at key stage 4), changes of placement where 
the child has been settled and established for some time, and changing 
their legal status before the age of 18 years. 

• Raise concerns through the local authority’s formal dispute resolution 
process, which should have a timescale of no more than 20 days. 

• Refer cases to the Children and Families Court Advisory Service’s 
CAFCASS (regulation 45), including the use of a concurrent referral at the 
same time that they instigate a formal dispute resolution. 

 
The IRO service has a key role to play in helping to reduce overall numbers of 
children in care through ensuring that care plans are both cogent and 
implemented in a timely way to prevent children drifting in the care system. 
 
About Kent County Council’s IRO service 
The IRO service is part of Kent County Council’s Social Care, Health and 
Wellbeing Directorates Specialist Children’s Services Division; sitting within the 
Children’s Safeguarding Unit.  The role of the County IRO Manager is undertaken 
by the Head of Quality Assurance. 
 
There are 2 IRO teams: 

• The East and South Kent Area team (1 Team Manager and 12 IROs) 
• The North and West Kent Area team and unaccompanied Asylum seeker 

team (1 Team Manager and 10 IROs) 
 
The IRO function for looked after children is separate from the chairing of child 
protection conferences, which is undertaken by the other arm of this reviewing 
service.  KCC employ 11 CP chairs, which are incorporated into 1 county team, 
managed by a CP chairs Team Manager.  Together the 2 IRO teams and CP 
chairs team form one county service.  A separate annual report, setting out the 
work of the CP chairs and the findings from their quality assurance auditing and 
oversight is produced, complimented with quarterly quality assurance reports 
throughout the year.  
 
In May 2012 the capacity of the IRO service was increased by 46%; from 15 full-
time IRO posts to 22 full time posts.  A further increase of 2 full time or equivalent 
IRO posts was agreed in April 2014 in order to reduce further IRO caseloads and 
enable IROs to undertake a more robust level of case oversight and see children 
and young people between reviews more often. 
 
In addition to the permanent IROs within the service, the IRO service also 
employs an additional IROs on zero hour contracts (2 as at 31st March 2014) to 
assist in chairing reviews when there are IRO vacancies / staff sickness etc.   
 
Training and development 
All IROs receive regular supervision from their IRO team leader every 4 weeks 
through of individual and group supervision.  Team meetings take place every 2 
months, alternated with 2 monthly IRO practice meetings. 
 
The IRO Team Managers undertake 1 case file audit of each IRO every 2 
months; a total of 192 audits p.a..  The findings from these case file audits are 
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used to provide feedback to the IRO / CP chair during their line management 
supervision.  This approach has been in place since April 2013 and reflects good 
practice highlighted by Ofsted in their June 2013 report evaluating IRO services 
in England. 
 
County meetings are held every 6 months and an annual away day enables the 
service to look at key areas of development for improving its practice and delivery 
of the service.  The most recent away day took place on 18th April 2013 and 
focussed on 3 areas: 1) improving the way in which social work practice is quality 
assured, 2) the role of the IRO in challenging and supporting social work practice 
and 3) promoting children and young people’s participation.  The most recent 
IRO county meeting took place on 27th August 2014 and focused on 
strengthening the way in which IROs challenge and support Social Workers and 
their managers to improve practice and promote better outcomes for children and 
young people.  
 
A bespoke training program is prepared annually in consultation with IROs.  For 
2014/15, this includes specific training on improving IROs ability to combine the 
use of challenge and support in order to promote better practice and positive 
outcomes for our children and young people.  A legal update workshop will also 
be provided and a detailed program for the year developed at the IRO awayday 
in November 2014. 
 

Section 2:  IRO workload 
 
The number of children and young people in care 
 
At 31st March 2014 there were 1842 children and young people in the care of 
Kent County Council.  This represents a rise of 11 when compared with the 
number of children and young people in care at the end of March 2013 (1831).  
The main reason for this rise in Looked After Children numbers has come from 
an increase in the number of unaccompanied asylum seeking children receiving 
a service from the local authority.  When this group of children in care are 
excluded from the figures there was a reduction of 17 children when compared 
with 31st March 2103.   
 
During the final quarter period of 2013/14, an additional 40 children and young 
people started to be looked after (131 starts compared to 91 ends), suggesting 
that evidence of a sustainable reduction in looked after children numbers had not 
been achieved by the end of 2013/14.   
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A breakdown of the number of children and young people in care by Area/Service 
as at 31st March 2014 is presented in the PIE charts below (see page 5):  
 
When compared with the previous year, the overall distribution of children in care 
across the local authority and by service shows slight increases in the numbers 
of children and young people looked after in the East Kent Area (1%), the Service 
for Unaccompanied Asylum Seekers (1.4%), Catch 22 (16plus) (1%) and the 
Children’s Disability Service (0.9%).  This in large part is a result of reductions in 
children in care numbers evidenced in North, West Kent and the South Areas of 
Kent although there has been a rise in the number of UASC. 
 

  
A new initiative that is being implemented by the IRO service from May 2014 in 
order to help identify and reduce children drifting unnecessarily in the care 
system is to regularly monitor average time in care for all children and young 
people where the plan is a reunification home or adoption.  This is performance 
monitoring is being undertaken to help IROs ensure that there is a robust focus 
on reducing drift in care so that wherever possible and appropriate children can 
achieve permanence outside of the care system as quickly as possible. 
 
The findings from this performance monitoring will be reflected in future quarterly 
reports and annual IRO management reports.     
 
        IRO caseloads    
 
The IRO service comprises of 22 full-time or equivalent (FTE) IRO’s.  Three of 
these posts (both within the South / East Area team) are currently filled by 
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agency staff until permanent IROs can be recruited.  The service also has a 
reserve of 2 IROs under zero hour contract arrangements, who are called upon 
to assist when vacancies arise and / or when the main constituent of IROs are 
unable to chair due to sickness.  Work is currently being undertaken to review the 
structure of the IRO service in order to ensure that it is delivering an effective 
service.  A key focus of the review is on how to improve the level of recruitment 
of IROs with relevant Team Manager experience, which is a key attribute outlined 
in the statutory guidance within Volume 2 of the Children Act 1989 (IRO 
Handbook).  This review has also led to a decision being made to increase the 
number of full time or equivalent (FTE) IROs by a further 2 posts to 24 fte posts 
in total.  This is part of an overall strategy to ensure that IRO caseloads are in 
line with the statutory guidance of no more than 70 looked after children per FTE 
IRO.   
 
IRO caseloads were at 83.72 per FTE IRO by 31st March 2014.  This represents 
a slight drop of 3.78 cases per FTE IRO when compared with the quarter 1 
period of 2012/13, although caseloads have risen by approximately 0.5 per FTE 
IRO when compared with caseload sizes by the end of the quarter 2 period.   
 
Actual caseloads currently average 86.3 as a result of some IRO vacancies.  This 
is mainly affecting the SK/EK IRO Team, which has an average caseload of 89.3.  
This issue is being addressed through the recruitment of new IROs, including the 
use of agency IRO where necessary to fill vacant posts.   
 

 
The number of reviews chaired 
 

A total of 5220 reviews were chaired by IROs during 2013/14; a decrease of 176 
when compared with the total number of reviews chaired in the previous year.   
 
1251 reviews were chaired during the Quarter 4 period (January 2014 to March 
2014), which represents a decrease of 134 when compared with the Quarter 4 
period of 2012/13 (1385).   
 
IRO Activity 
In February 2014 IROs participated in a 1 week audit of their activity in order to 
establish how much time IROs spend on different tasks.  The findings from this 
audit are presented in the bar graph below, along with findings from similar audits 
undertaken in 2011/12, 2010/11 and 2009/10 (second bar graph). 
 
When compared with previous years, there has been some change in the amount 
of time that IROs spend on activities in relation to 3 areas: 
 

1) Quality assurance:        The proportion of time spent by IRO quality 
assuring social work practice has reduced from 8.3% in 2013 to 7% in 
February 2014, although it remains well above earlier years (e.g. in 2012 it 
was at 1.5%).  This slight reduction reflects a commitment to streamline 
the process of quality assurance; making it easier and quicker for IROs to 
audit practice and care planning at the same level as before.  

2) Administration:        The amount of time IROs spend on administration 
tasks has increased from around 41% to 46%.  This increase is mainly 
down to introduction on a new children’s information system (Liberi) and 
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the impact this has had on how quickly IROs can navigate and input their 
work on the new system.  It is expected that as IROs become more 
familiar with the new information system that the proportion of time spent 
on administration tasks in this area will reduce.  

 

  

  
 

3) Seeing children between review meetings:         This area of IRO 
activity has been steadily reducing over the last couple of years; from 
3.9% in February 2011, 2.9% in February 2013 to 2.5% this year 
(February 2014).  A key focus for 2014/15 will be to find ways to enable 
IROs to establish more contact with children and young people between 
reviews.  This will focus on a number of areas: 

 
i) We will find ways in which we can minimise the amount of time that IROs 

need to spend on administration tasks.  Previous measures have 
focussed on using ICT, such as digital Dictaphones and Voice 
Recognition software to reduce the time it takes for IROs to complete 
review minutes.  In addition, we will also explore how administration 
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support available can be used to support IROs to see children between 
reviews more often. 

ii) A decision has been made to increase IRO capacity by 2 FTE IROs, from 
22 to 24.  This will reduce average caseloads from 84 to 76 based on 
current looked after children numbers.  The time freed up from having 
smaller caseloads will be prioritised by IROs to see children between 
review meetings more often. 

iii) Any administration and travel time saved from changes to the frequency of 
review meetings for children in permanent placements that arise from 
statutory guidance on achieving permanence for Looked After Children, 
which is expected to be published by the DFE in 2014, will be re-
directed onto IROs seeing children between reviews more often.    

iv) We will streamline the way in which IRO quality assure / audit practice and 
care plans by introducing an online feedback audit form in place of a 
paper feedback audit that IROs currently use. 

 
Section 3: IRO performance 

 
The % of reviews chaired by the IRO service 
 

The IRO service chaired 99.9% of all reviews chaired during quarter 4; an 
increase in performance of 0.6% when compared with the Q3 period, 0.5% when 
compared with Q2 period (99.4%) and 0.1% when compared with the Q4 period 
of 2012/13. 
 
Performance for the whole year is at 99.5%, which reflects an increase of 0.2% 
when compared with 2012/13. 
 

  
 
Participation of child/young person at Statutory Review 
 

The IRO service and the operational social work teams have joint responsibility 
and accountability for this area of practice. 
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The average performance for the whole year (213/14) showed a participation 
level of 96.9%; an improvement of 0.3% when compared with performance in 
2012/13. 
 
During Q4 period, 4% of children and young people (excluding children under the 
age of 4 years) did not participate in their review (96% participated at some level). 
This represents a slight drop (0.7%) when compared with the Q3 period (96.7%) 
although a slight improvement (0.3%) when compared with the Q4 period of 
2012/13 (95.5%). 
 
While these findings reflect a generally improving picture with respect to 
participation and involvement of children in care at their reviews, further work is 
still needed to increase performance higher.  There is an expectation that all 
children and young people in care over 4 years of age should be participating at 
some level in their reviews.    Participation is a focus outside of the review; in 
everyday practice.  IROs should be using their oversight to ensure that children’s 
views are recorded in their own words on assessments and plans made about 
them and that information about how to complain and access advocacy services 
is provided as a matter of course at every child in care review meeting. 
 
 
           Reviews chaired within statutory timescales1 
 
During the quarter 3 period of 2013/14, 97.2% of reviews were chaired within 
statutory timescales. This is a slight decrease of 2.3% when compared with 
performance in quarter 1 (99.5%), although remains above the national average 
for local authorities.  Performance during the same period in the previous year 
was at 96.4% and was at 96.7% for the whole year 201/13. 
 

  
 

The % of review minutes completed and distributed within 15 
working days 

 
                                                 
1 Due to the recent implementation of a new children’s Information system (Liberi) in December 
2013, it has not been possible to provide information on the proportion of reviews chaired within 
timescales or the percentage of review minutes completed within 15 working days.  The 
performance data presented is for the periods of 2013/14 covering Quarter 1 to Quarter 3. 
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The IRO handbook requires review minutes to be completed and distributed 
within 20 working days of the review meeting. The first 15 working days are used 
as a benchmark for the IRO to produce the minutes and distribute these to the 
relevant Service Manager for sign off - who then arranges distribution to review 
participants within 5 working days of receiving them. 
 
The performance with respect to the number of review minutes distributed by 
IROs within 15 days was 73.6% by quarter 3.  This represents a decrease of 
11.4% when compared with performance during quarter 1.  Performance during 
quarter 3 of the previous year was at 78.5%.  The average for the year (Q1 to Q3 
periods) is at 79.2%, which represents a slight increase of 1.4% when compared 
with performance for 212/13.  
 
The average number of days for completion of review minutes is 11.1 days which 
is decrease by 1.9 days when compared with quarter 1.  The year average is 
10.6 days.  The maximum number of days taken for the completion of review 
minutes by an IRO is 55 days. 
  
 
       Children and young people chairing their own review meetings 
 
There has been a 390% increase in performance with respect to the number of 
children and young people chairing all or part of their reviews over the whole year.  
During the quarter 4 period, 78 children and young people were enabled to chair 
part of their reviews, with a further 4 young people chairing the whole review 
meting (82 in total).  This compared with 8 in the Q3 period of 202/13, 21 during 
the previous Q4, 31 in Q1, 48 in Q2 and 72 in Q3. 
 

 
 
Children and young people’s views of their IROs 
 
The IRO Service conducts a number of different surveys to ascertain children 
and young people’s views of the services that they receive.  This includes exit 
interviews, which are available to all children and young people aged 8 years 
plus who want to provide feedback on the services they receive at the point they 
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leave care.  The IRO service also collects information from consultation 
questionnaires that are completed by children and young people to help them 
prepare for their review meetings.  
 
During 2013/14, the IRO service received a total of 440 responses to the various 
surveys / interviews that are available for children to provide feedback: 
 

• 447 responses via the review consultation booklet 
• 40 leaving care interviews 
• 38 responses to the online IRO survey 

 
The ‘Your Voice Matters Survey’ run annually since 2014 via Our Children and 
Young People’s Council’ (OCYPC) was responded to by 326 young people and 
also provides additional information about children’s views of their IROs.   
 
Children and young people have asked to be presented with fewer surveys and 
for this reason the IRO Service will be stepping down its use of the online survey 
and concentrate on the use of the consultation booklet (whose primary purpose is 
to help children prepare for their review meetings) and the leaving care interviews, 
which provide a unique perspective on children’s views compared to the other 
surveys being used across the local authority.  There has been a steady decline 
in completion so of the online survey – from 102 in 2012/13 to 38 this year, while 
use of the consultation booklet is increasing.   
 
A summary of the findings from the surveys and focus groups are presented 
below: 
 
Online survey 
 
Of the 38 children who responded to the online survey: 
 
100% of the children and young people said that they knew they had an IRO and 
that they also knew their name.  This contrasts with the Your Voice Matters 
survey, which found that only 73% of the children responding said they knew who 
their IRO was.   
 

100% of the children and young people said they knew how to get in touch with 
their IRO. 
 
56% of children/young people said they prefer to meet the IRO where they live 
and 44% would prefer to meet the IRO in the school.  
 
Children and young people would prefer to be contacted by their IRO between 
review meetings by phone (67%), email (22%) and some other way: letter (11%). 
 
100% of children/young people felt they were listened to and their views taking 
seriously at their review meeting.  
 
83% of children and young people said they felt their views were taken seriously 
at the review meeting. 
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50% of children and young people said they had received a copy of their care 
plan and 100% felt they had a say in their care plan.  This finding corresponds 
with the Your Voice matters survey, which found that 44% of children received a 
copy of their care plan.   
 
100% of children and young people said they felt they could talk to their IRO 
about things that were worrying them and want following up. 
 
Leaving care surveys 
 
40 children and young people responded to a leaving care survey during 2013/14, 
which represents around 20% of the children who left care during the year aged 
from 6 to 18 years of age. 
 
78% of the 40 children had been in care once and 15% more than once and 7% 
did not respond to how many times they have been in care. 
 
34% rated their time in care as ‘Very good’, 38% Good and 28% ‘Neither good 
nor poor’. 
 
100% said that they understood their Care Plan.  
 
100% felt that they were able to give their views about their care plan.  
 
97% felt that their views were considered. 
  
77% thought their IRO kept an eye on their cases, including the time between 
reviews. 
 
97% stated that some individuals such as -social workers (28%), carers (31%), 
teachers (11%), youth workers (5%), IROs (14%) who were particularly helpful 
while they were in care.  
 
Since leaving care, 40% of young people felt that it was very easy or easy to get 
the support that they needed, while 6% stated that they had found it difficult to 
get support.   
 
Positive feedback from children: 
 
“ Just always asking how are you and if you need any help. ”  

 

“ They helped me through everything and without them I wouldn’t have 

coped. ” 

 

“ Since living in supported lodgings with W and R I’ve always been 

happy. ” 
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Critical feedback by children: 
 
“ Every now and then it would be difficult to get hold of my Social 

Worker and that annoyed me. ” 

 

“ It was hard for me moving to different areas and places. ”  

 
Feedback from review consultation Booklets 
 
During 2013/14 447 children completed a consultation booklet as part of 
preparing for their review meeting.  This represents around 11% of the reviews 
that took place for children aged 8 years plus.  The number of children using 
consultation leaflets has increased over the year – from 70 in the quarter 1 period 
to 151 during the final quarter period of the year.  It is expected that an increase 
in the use of the consultation leaflet by children and young people will continue to 
rise over 2014/15.   
 
It is important that social workers ensure that children receive a copy of the 
consultation leaflet prior to their reviews and that where needed; they spend time 
with the child supporting them to complete it.  
 
 74% felt good about where they live. 
 
43% felt good about their school. 
 
73% felt very well about their health. 
 
79% said they felt very safe where they live. 
 
57% felt very safe at school. 
 
69% said they see their social workers ‘the right amount’  
 
44% said they definitely understood plans for their future. 
68% knew how to make a complaint. 
 
31% knew about ‘our children and young people council. 
 
15% knew about the Kent pledge. 
 
7% would like to chair all or part of their next child in care review. 
 
Feedback from foster carer’s 
 
96 foster carers responded to the online survey during 2013/14. 
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39% of carers rated the IRO service as excellent with 42% rating it as very good 
and 16% as satisfactory. 
  

  
74% considered that the IRO had spent time talking to the child/young person 
before the review meeting. 
 

  
97% felt that the IRO managed the review meeting appropriately. This increases 
to 100% when ‘partially’ responses are included. 
 
97% felt that the review covered all the issues relevant to the child and their care 
plan. 
 
92% felt the IRO took into account the child/young person’s views. 
 
50% said they received a copy of the IRO minutes within 20 working days of the 
review meeting.  
 
84% rated the quality of the IRO review minutes as requiring improvement to 
good or good; 37% rated it as extremely good.  
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79% said that the review minutes accurately reflected the review discussion, 
which increased to 82% when partially responses are included.  
 
50% considered that the IRO demonstrated case oversight and appropriate 
involvement between review meetings. This increased to 71% when ‘almost 
always’ (13%) and ‘most of the time’ (8%) are included.  
 

  
45% said the IRO was easy to contact between reviews. 
 
Positive comments made by carers are: 
 

“ Children I care for have been with me for over four years and we’ve 

had the same IRO.  This helps the child enormously particularly when 

social workers seem to change.  She is very approachable. ” 

 

“ The IRO is always on time and fully up to date with the child’s needs.  

It has been very beneficial to the child that they have not had a change 

in IRO. ” 

 

“ I have had an excellent service from the IRO, she is very child/ young 

person focused and my young person looks forward to seeing her at his 

review. ” 

 

“ IRO has a very organic approach to these meetings and allows everybody 

around the table to talk openly and work together to form the best 

possible solution for the child.  He also has a calm approach and 

remains neutral in the whole process. He will suggest ideas and allow us 

all as a team to resolve them, while being able to keeping his 

authority. ” 

“ All the IROs I work with do review the meeting before it ends and 

makes sure we all know what actions we have to take from the meeting. ” 
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“ Thought the meeting at the home was particularly useful the IRO to see 

R in his own environment. ” 

 
 
Critical comments from carers: 
 

“ Length of time of the LAC meeting can be an issue for carer, and 

especially the professionals involved with the child. Average time is 2-

3 hrs.’!! Most professionals just can't allocate this much time to be 

involved. ” 
 

“ I would like to see a more robust policy regarding foster children 

being allowed to stay at other foster carer’s homes ” 

 

“ We feel IRO officers are too far removed from one meeting, not always 

realistic to everyday situations. “ 

 

“ For me the aspect often lacking at reviews seems to be the "power" 

and/or lack of consequences to do anything about Action Points from the 

previous review that are not done. Many young people comment that 

reviews are a waste of time as nothing gets "sorted". Furthermore, quite 

often the young person seems to have no ownership of their own reviews. 

People are invited who the YP either does not know or does not like. 

Again, this at times, is unavoidable but it can also result in 

unproductive reviews. ” 

 

“ LAC reviews can go on for a long period of time, and often young 

people find this very exhausting and lose interest in the meetings very 

quickly. ” 

 

Feedback from staff Surveys 
 

20 professionals responded to the survey during 2013/14. 
 
89% of those responding to the survey rated the IRO service as adequate or better. 
 

 
 
67% felt that the IRO Service was extremely or very prompt when booking looked after 
children reviews and a further 33% as satisfactory.  
 
89% said they were given details of the review date, time and venue within a reasonable 
timescale.  
 
78% considered that the IRO took into account the child and young person’s views.  
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44.4% (and 22.2% partially) felt that the IRO spends time the children and young 
persons before the review.  

 
 
78% felt that the review was appropriately managed by the IRO.  
 
78% felt that the review covered all the issues relevant to the child and their care plan. 
This increases to 89% when ‘partially’ responses are included. 
 
78% said they received a copy of the IRO minutes within 15 working days of the review 
meeting. 
 
56% felt that the review minutes accurately reflected the review discussions. This 
increases to 78% when ‘partially’ responses are included.  
 
78% rated the quality of the IRO review minutes as satisfactory or better. 
 

 
 
44.4% considered that the IRO always demonstrated sufficient case oversight, an 
increase of 12% from the previous quarter.  This increases to 89% when ‘Almost always’ 
and ‘Most of the time’ responses are included. 
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100% said that it was easy to contact the IRO between reviews.  
 
Examples of positive comments made by staff are: 
 

 “I find the satisfaction of the service to be dependent on the IRO. In 

this case, was excellent in listening to the child and being responsive 

to this. ” 
 

“ I have worked with a number of IROs and have always found the service 

very responsive ………….this is because of joint working and ongoing 

professional discussion resulting in issues being addressed at an 

earlier stage. “ 
 

“ The IROs I have worked with have used evidence based practice to 

inform their activity ”. 
 

Suggested areas for improvement: 
 

“ The Reviewing Officer would benefit from spending more one to one with 

child prior to review or in between reviews. ” 

 

“ It can be extremely difficult to attend some LAC reviews particularly 

when dates and times are rearranged as fostering social workers are 

never consulted about their availability when a change occurs.  

 

“ I am aware that many of the IROs have a large caseload and this often 

means that the time that they can spend with child in-between reviews 

can be limited or non-existent.  Therefore, this does not reflect on the 

excellent quality of their work but it impacts on their availability. ” 

 

“ It would be very helpful if the minutes could come out sooner ” 

 

“ LAC reviews that take place at school take up lots of school 

professional’s time particularly when their input is only small and the 

main issues are placement or health. One experience was three hours with 

only 5 minutes input from myself. LAC reviews would be better held 

somewhere away from school. ” 

 
Feedback from Parent’s 
 
A total of 31 parents provided feedback during 2013/14. 
 
100% said they knew the name of their child’s IRO before the review meeting. 
 
100% said they knew the purpose of the review. 
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88% said they were provided with a copy of the consultation document to help them 
prepare for the review.  
 
63% said were given support to attend the review. 
 
25% said they spent time talking to the IRO before the review meeting. 
 
75% said they felt their views were considered. 
 
100% also said they understood the care plan for their child. 
 
50% said they received the review report within 20 working days of the review. 
 
88% described the review minutes as adequate or better and as accurately reflecting the 
review discussion. 
 
75% said they felt able to contact the IRO between reviews. 
 
Examples of positive comments made by parents are: 
 

 

“ I liked the fact that my views were listened to and the Reviewing 

officer made sure that things that were discussed in previous reviews 

had been done and completed and if not, why not ” 
 

“ That my daughter can speak her mind about what she wants from the 

review ” 
 

“ I know the IRO well and she knows my son as she has been consisitent 

while my son has been in a placement ”. 

 

“ It went ok we agree on it ” 

 
 

Suggested areas for improvement 
 

“ Having only met the IRO on the day of the meeting we feel that maybe 

if IRO had seen our son beforehand, IRO may know more about him. ” 

 

 “Listen to the parents more often & not cut them out as if they 

weren’t there. ” 
 

“ The meeting could be made a little less formal ” 
 

“ Being able to discuss concerns before the review would be helpful ” 
 

“ The minutes take far too long to produce, are inaccurate in key areas 

and when I report this, my comments are ignored. ” 

 
Section 4: Social work performance and practice 

 
Late notifications of reviews 
 

A late notification is defined as 2 or more days after the child has come in to care.  
A delay in the IRO service being notified promptly delays an IRO being appointed 
and makes it harder to ensure that the initial review takes place on time. 
 
The IRO service received 160 late notifications from operational social work 
teams during 2103/14, representing 21.4% of all children and young people 
beginning looked after episodes during the year.  When performance in quarter 1 
is compared with that in the quarter 4 period it shows that there has been a slight 
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decrease in the number of late notifications being made; from 22.4% to 20.3% of 
new care episodes. 
 
When compared, however, with performance during Q4 of 2012/13 (15.8%), 
there has been a drop in performance of 4.5%. 
 
 

 
 

 
Escalations / IRO challenges 
 

 
Over 2013/14, 1466 practice challenges were made by IROs, which represents 
30.3% of the looked after children’s cases that were reviewed.   
 
During the final quarter period, of the 1246 cases reported on by IROs 18.1% of 
cases reviewed had some form of IRO challenge, 91 formal disputes (7.3%) were 
raised under KCC’s IRO formal dispute procedures; requiring the local authority 
to address the issue within 20 working days.  A further 129 challenges (10.4%) 
were raised informally by IROs. 
 
Of the 527 cases that were subject to a formal IRO challenge, 351 (66.6%) were 
addressed at Team Manager level, 126 (24%) were escalated and resolved at 
Service Manager level, and 33 cases (6.26%) went to Assistant Director level 
before being resolved.  17 cases where a formal dispute was made during 
2013/14 required being raised to the Divisional Director for Specialist Children’s 
Service.   
 
By the final quarter period the number of formal challenges resolved at team 
manager level had increased to 85.7% and no cases had to be raised to the 
Divisional Director or higher in order to be resolved.   
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There has been a marked drop of 9.1% in the overall number of disputes made 
by IROs compared in the final quarter period when compared to the Q3 period 
(September to December 2013) (from 26.8% to 17.7%), although this is qualified 
by a rise in Q4 in the number of disputes that have been made formally; 5.4% in 
Q3 compared with 7.3% in Q4.  When Q4 is compared with the previous Q4 in 
2012/13, this shows a significant drop in the number of disputes made; from 
54.7% to 17.7%, with formal disputes reducing from 15.8% to 7.3%. 
 
The drop in disputes that has been evident over the last year and a half is likely 
to be down to overall improvements in Social Work practice as well as IROs 
being more focussed and balanced on how they use their powers; balancing the 
need for effective challenge along with support to help get things done.  This 
improvement can be evidenced in the quality of care planning activity, including 
the implementation of plans that has been evident in IRO QA reports over this 
time period.      
 
The single main focus of IRO disputes was on the care plan / pathway plan, 
accounting for 39% of all disputes issued (formal and informal). 
There does remain some variation between operational Areas / Services in the 
number of escalations, which is shown in the table below:  
 

 
 
 
Quality of practice 
 
Since April 2013, the IRO service has moved the majority of its quality assurance 
focus from process driven activities onto the quality of social work practice and 
activities that are more closely associated with positive outcomes for children and 
young people in care. 
 
At the present time, this focuses heavily on care planning, including the core 
activities that underpin a good plan and its implementation, the quality of the 
social work report for the statutory review, and the delivery of Kent’s Pledge to 
our children and young people in care. 
 

Care Plans 
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Of the 1135 QA audits undertaken by IROs during the Q4 period, 916 were 
deemed to be of a sufficient standard or better (80.7%), while 219 (19.3%) were 
considered inadequate.   
 
This finding confirms an ongoing improvement in performance in care planning 
which has been evident over the last year and a half.  For example, in Q3 of 
2012/13 65.8% of plans reached a satisfactory level or higher, which improved to 
75.4% in Q4 of 2012/13, 74.8% in Q1, 78% in Q2 and 79.9% in Q3. 
 
Performance is higher when evaluating the activity that goes on in order to form a 
care plan.  This activity is based around 12 core components that make up a 
good plan that are individually graded by IROs after each review.  Overall, the 
IROs findings equates to a performance potential of 90.9% during the Q4 period, 
which has improved from a baseline of 84.5% at the start of the year in Q1.  In 
addition, the quality of implementation of the care plan has also improved, from 
81% in Q1 to 84.9% in Q4.   
 
The discrepancy between performance in relation to the care plan grading and 
the grading of the core components that make a good plan highlight that further 
work is needed to help Social Workers produce clear and cogent plans which 
does full justice to the work they are doing.  The need to conceptualise the plan 
into a coherent whole is important to ensure that in the event of a change of 
worker or intervention by another agency/team, that there is a clear 
understanding of the plan for the child / young person.   
 
Further work by IROs is taking place to improve care planning over 2014/15.  
This includes strengthening the way in which IROs report on the quality of 
contingency planning, which from June 2014 is included as a core component of 
the care plan which is given a quality assurance grading.  Contingency plans that 
respond to issues which, on a balance of probability may occur in the foreseeable 
future, help to ensure that care plans are future proofed, help children to achieve 
their potential and reduce the risk of drift in care.  Some areas where contingency 
planning may be needed focus on placement stability, children at risk of going 
missing from care, education, health and contact with family.   
 
The IRO service will also be providing workshops for Social Workers on Care 
Planning.  Future QA reports will also be separating out IRO grading of care 
plans to highlight the proportion graded good or better.   
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A summary of the findings in relation to the core elements that make up a good 
plan is presented below:  

 
Achieving permanence for the child  
 
Q4: 91.7% requiring improvement to good or better (range 86.9% to 96.4%) 
Q3: 88.9% graded adequate or better (range 79.7% to 96%) 
Q2: 85.8% graded adequate or better (range 80% to 91%) 
Q1: 83.4% graded adequate or better (range 75% to 88%) 
2012/13: 80.1% adequate or better (range 73% to 87%) 
 

 
Promotion of health needs 
 
Q4: 94.4% requiring improvement to good or better (range 82.7% to 100%) 
Q3: 93.7% graded adequate or better (range 83.8% to 98.4%) 
Q2: 92% graded adequate or better (range 83% - 97%) 
Q1: 91% graded adequate or better (range 74% - 100%) 

 
 
Promotion of educational needs 
 

Q4: 87.9% requiring improvement to good or better (range 76.4% to 100%) 
Q3: 89.1% graded adequate or better (range 72.5% to 100%) 
Q2: 88.1% graded adequate or better (range 69% - 95%) 
Q1: 86.7% graded adequate or better (range 66% - 98%) 

 
 
Promotion of personal interest and activities 
 
Q4: 95.1% requiring improvement to good or better (range 78.6% to 100%) 
Q3: 93.9% graded adequate or better (range 82.2% to 100%) 
Q2: 95.2% graded adequate or better (range 78% - 100%) 
Q1: 89.9% graded adequate or better (range 73% - 98%) 

 
 
The participation of the child/young person in developing their plan 
 
Q4: 94.2% requiring improvement to good or better (range 88.6% to 97.9%) 
Q3: 95.4% graded adequate or better (range 91.7% to 100%) 
Q2: 96% graded adequate or better (range 88% - 99%) 
Q1: 93.7% graded adequate or better (range 82% to 100%) 
2012/13: 86.1% adequate or better (range 82% to 93.5%) 

 
Promoting placement stability 

 
Q4: 94.3% requiring improvement to good or better (range 83.3% to 98.2%) 
Q3: 94.2% graded adequate or better (range 80.1% to 98.4%) 
Q2: 92.9% graded adequate or better (range 81% - 97.5%) 
Q1: 91.2% graded adequate or better (range 73% to 96%) 
2012/13: 85.8% adequate or better (range 78% to 98%) 
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Relationships with family and friends  

 
Q4: 97% requiring improvement to good or better (range 88.4% to 98.9%) 
Q3: 94.7% graded adequate or better (range 83.7% to 100%) 
Q2: 91.5% graded adequate or better (range 81% - 97.5%) 
Q1: 89.8% graded adequate or better (range 75% to 100%) 
2012/13: 86.5% adequate or better (range 79% to 93%) 
 
Keeping children safe 
 
Q4: 95.7% requiring improvement to good or better (range 85.9% to 98.4%) 
Q3: 94.4% graded adequate or better (range 85.1% to 95.7%) 
Q2: 94.4% graded adequate or better (range 83% - 99%) 
Q1: 92.8% graded adequate or better (range 78% to 97%) 
2012/13: 89% adequate or better (range 87% to 93%) 

 
Transition planning 
 
Q4: 94.2% requiring improvement to good or better (range 92.7% to 97.1%) 
Q3: 93.1% graded adequate or better (range 88.6% to 97.3%) 
Q2: 92% graded adequate or better (range 83% - 96%) 
Q1: 91.3% graded adequate or better (range 76% to 97%) 
2012/13: 82% adequate or better (range 74% to 89%) 

 
Direct social work 
 
Q4: 90.3% requiring improvement to good or better (range 83.3% to 95.9%) 
Q3: 88% graded adequate or better (range 78.5% to 96.1%) 
Q2: 90.4% graded adequate or better (range 83% - 100%) 
Q1: 88.8% graded adequate or better (range 78% to 96%) 

 
Statutory visits 
 
Q4: 82.9% requiring improvement to good or better (range 78% to 96.4%) 
Q3: 83.7% graded adequate or better (range 77.1% to 96.8%) 
Q2: 90.4% graded adequate or better (range 77% - 94%) 
Q1: 85.1% graded adequate or better (range 72% to 93%) 

 
 
The Social Worker’s report for the review 
 

During Q4, the IRO service quality assured 1114 cases with respect to looking at 
the quality of the Social Worker’s report for the review.  Of these 773 (69.4%) 
were considered satisfactory or better.  This represents a significant drop in 
performance of 14.4% when compared with Q3 (83.8%) and the average for the 
year (82.6%).   
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Kent’s Pledge 
 

The delivery of Kent’s Pledge to our children in care was quality assured by IROs 
in 1144 cases during the Q4 period. Of these, 1096 (95.8%) were deemed 
satisfactory or better in terms of how the Pledge was being delivered to the 
children and young people concerned.  This represents an improvement of 3.1% 
when compared with Q1. The average for the whole year (2013/14) is 93.9% 
based on 4677 quality assurance audits.  
 

  
Additional consultation with IROs have also raised the following issues regarding 
practice with looked after children 
 

Areas identified as being ‘Good’: 
 

The local authority is pro-active in seeking Legal Orders for children in line with 
their wishes & feelings – Swale 
 
There is Good liaison/joint working between Children in Care Social Workers & 
Fostering Social Workers to address placement issues – Thanet. 
 
There is an overall reduction in delay and drift  
 
Clearer efforts are being made to family find for children with a plan for adoption - 
very good early identification for babies, often matching at approval or with 
existing sibling adopters. Improvements noted in identifying adopters for older 
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children with complex needs. Good use of a timely approach to whether adoption 
continues to be a feasible plan or needs to be changed to long term fostering  
 
VSK- Generally VSK is doing a great job with timely intervention and effective 
support  
 
Newly Qualified Social Workers –IROs have been really impressed by some of 
the newly qualified Social Workers – picking up quiet complex families and 
quickly understanding the needs of the children and young people and 
addressing matters promptly 
 
Direct work – IROs have noted several examples of good direct work particularly 
with two young men, who are reluctant to talk about feelings/ views on placement 
etc. and with two younger children where there have been a number of 
disruptions. Their social workers have “held “ these children well – increasing 
visits according to need 
 
Increasingly seeing more creative use of visiting time – taking children out 
and really getting to know them – getting involved with activities that the child 
enjoys away from the placement.  
 
Children’s Participation- More evidence seen re proactive work to encourage 
children’s participation. A West Kent Area workshop was well attended and IROs 
are seeing greater emphasis that the children in care review is the child’s 
meeting 
 
Information sharing- particularly where a parent has learning difficulties or 
mental health issues 
 
Requiring Improvement to ‘Good’: 
 
Pre- Meeting report- Some Social Workers are still not producing Pre-Meeting 
reports before Reviews. The absence of review social work reports prior to 
review and not at all at reviews is still too common across the county 
 
Poor CAMHS service continues to be a problem but also the funding to other 
resources e.g. NSPCC and AFC projects has been cut and they are 
closing/reducing service so no identified alternatives/more appropriate projects 
available.    
 
Inconsistent updating of care plans following reviews 
 
Distribution of review minutes – IROs note that a significant number of reviews 
have not had previous minutes circulated at all.   
 
Consultation Leaflets are often not sent to children to help them prepare for their 
reviews 
 
Communication with parents & communication with foster carers - More evidence 
is needed regarding involving and keeping parents informed..  
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Evidencing Life Story work - Some accounts of really good work but not always 
evidenced/ and not always timely.  Life story books still varied in standard and 
quality.  
 
Varied use and level of support and use of interpreters for UASC  
 
Paul Brightwell Head of Quality Assurance, Children’s Safeguarding Unit 
Specialist Children’s Services Division 
Social Care Health and Wellbeing Directorate 
Kent County Council FSC 
Tel: 01622 694308   email: Paul.Brightwell@kent.gov.uk      28th August 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
              = Improving performance                 = Good performance 
             
 
              = Unchanged performance               = Improvement required 
 
 
              = Drop in performance                      = Performance is poor 
 
 
             = No optimum performance defined 
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Kent County Council’s Independent Reviewing Officer Service 
welcomes and encourages views of children and young people in 

care about how well IROs chair reviews. 
Children and young people have responded to the online and paper 
based leaving care survey about their experiences of being in care 

and services they received. 
 

- 445 children and young people provided direct feedback through 
consultation leaflets. 

- 18  met with IROs to give face to face feedback about their views 
of the service. 

 

 
About a third rated their time in care as good. 

Nearly half of children and young people who completed the survey 
understood their care plan. 

 All young people who completed the survey were able to give their 
views about their care plan. The majority felt their views were 
considered.  

Most of the young people felt their IROs kept an eye on their cases 
including the time between reviews. 

Nearly half felt that it was easy to get the support that they needed 
since leaving care, and half found it difficult to get the support due 
to frequent changes of social workers. 

The majority said that some individuals such as the social workers, 
carers, IROs and teachers were particularly helpful while in care.  
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2 
 

Two thirds see their social workers the ‘right amount’ 

74% felt good about where they live, 43% felt good about their 
school and 73% felt good about their health. 79% felt safe where 
they live and 57% felt very safe at school. 

68% knew how to make a complaint and 30% knew about our 
children and young people council. 

Not many knew about the Kent pledge 

82% of children and young people responding to the survey were 
happy with their reviews. 

All children understood the role of the IRO and knew their IRO 
names. 

7% of children and young people that responded to the focus group 
will like to chair all or part of their next child in care review. 

Most young people will like the IROs to visit them in between 
reviews and speak with them before the review. 

Most young people felt that IROs were more stable professionals in 
young people’s life during their time in care. 

Positive comments 

‘My 11 years with my carer have been really good’. 

‘Since being in supported lodging with ‘W’ and ‘R’, ‘I have always 
been happy’. 

‘They (carers) helped me through everything and without them, I 
would not have coped’, they helped control my temper, me stay in 
school and focus on work, keep my room tidy, me become 
independent’. 

‘My IRO took time to listen, going out of their way to solve any 
problem’. 

‘I had every opportunity to say what I had to say in my review’. 
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Negative comments 

 ‘It was hard for me moving to different areas and places’ 

‘Every now and then, it would be difficult to get hold of my social 
worker and that annoyed me’ 

 

The areas children and young people suggested changes were: 

• Share our review report with us, do not send it in the post 
• Make reviews shorter and visit us in between reviews 
• Discuss with us what is going to be spoken about before the 

review, and let us know who is going to be at the review 
• Don’t dwell too much on our personal issues and our family 

issues as this makes us uncomfortable. 
• Cut down on the number surveys you ask us to complete 

 

 

 

• We have reduced the number of surveys we ask you to 
complete. We are going to continue to run focus groups once a 
year to meet with IROs to give them face to face feedback 
about your review.  

• IROs will continue to make sure that social workers discuss 
your review minutes with you and that you get a copy. 

• We are continuing to keep looking at ways to make the review 
meeting shorter, less formal with fewer people attending 

• We now have 78 children and young people chairing their own 
reviews and part of their reviews and we want to continue to 
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4 
 

encourage more children and young people to chair their own 
reviews meetings.  

• We will continue to ensure that refreshments will be provided 
at the review. 

• IROs will continue to meet with you and speak with you prior to 
your reviews and we are continuing to look into ways in which 
IROs could visit you in between reviews.  

• We are going to be updating our IRO information cards so you 
know who your IRO are and how to contact them. 

• We value your input in the interview panels and we will reward 
you for taking part. 
 
 

Do you want to take part in chairing your own review? 

Would you like to be part of a children and young person’s interview 
panel for the selection of IROs? 

 

Please call: 

Tina Onuchukwu, Team Manager, Kent IRO Service  
01227 598727.  
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By: Peter Oakford, Cabinet Member for Specialist Children’s 
Services 

 Andrew Ireland, Corporate Director for Families and Social Care  
To: Corporate Parenting Panel – 24 October 2014 
Subject: Update On Adoption Service 
 
Classification: For information 
 
 
Summary: 

 
Attached are update reports providing information on: 
 

• Adopters Journey, April to Aug 2014 
• Children’s Adoption Journey, Aug 2014 Summary 

 
 
1. (1) As reported to previous meetings of the Corporate Parenting Panel, 
Coram is working in partnership with the County Council to manage the Adoption 
Service.  
 

(2) Attached for information are update reports on: 
 

• Adopters Journey, Q1 & 2 – April to Sept 2014 
• Children’s Adoption Journey, Aug 2014 Summary 

 
 
Andrew Ireland 
Corporate Director for Families and Social Care 
andrew.ireland@kent.gov.uk 
 
Background documents: 
Appendix 1 Adopters Journey, Q1 & 2 – April to September 2014 
Appendix 2 Children’s Adoption Journey, August 2014 Summary 
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Kent County Council and Coram Partnership 
Corporate Parenting Panel: 24 October 2014 
Summary Report on Adopters’ Journey 
April to August 2014 

 
   
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yashi Shah, Interim Head of Adoption Service and Improvement, Coram, Kent CC 
Kevin Yong, Senior Data Analyst, Coram 
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Introduction 
This report provides a summary analysis of the adopters’ journey in Kent County 
Council for all adoptive households who made an enquiry, submitted a formal 
application to be assessed as adoptive households or whose application was 
presented to panel between 1 April and 31 August 2014.  
 
The Recruitment and Assessment teams are provided with data from the Initial 
Enquiry Team (shared with Fostering Service), who are responsible for fielding the 
initial calls from members of the public who are interested in enquiring about 
adoption. The service itself uses a spreadsheet-based tool that captures data for the 
whole adopters’ journey, which it uses it to support effective performance 
management of every case we are dealing with. We continue to use this tool 
alongside Liberi as Liberi does not currently support the recording of the new two-
stage recruitment process nor does it allow us to track our progress to the level of 
detail we need to be able to report on our performance in sufficient detail. 
 
Coram has also built tools to support efficient management of panel bookings and to 
track family finding progress. A proposal was submitted by Coram at the beginning of 
April to the Management Information Unit for the spreadsheet tools to be converted 
into web-based tools that would then provide the robustness and security for the 
medium to long term, as well as generate automatic alerts when key actions are 
needed. MIU have turned down our request in consultation as KCC’s ICT Service 
believe it a high risk solution for the Adoption Service. We will review the proposed 
functionality of Liberi v9 / 10 that is due to be implemented later this year to see how 
much it will meet our requirements and then work with MIU to look at options for 
addressing any shortcomings. 
 
All of the performance reported on in this report relates to the work of Recruitment 
and Assessment teams - there are two teams of social workers (made up of 15 full-
time equivalent posts and 1.6 team managers), supported by three assessment 
administrators, two enquiries administrators, and one database administrator. We 
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currently have 14.2 FTE social workers, two of whom are locums, and 1.3 FTE are 
on long term sick leave. One locum is leaving November and being replaced by a 
permanent staff member. We also have 0.4FTE dedicated to running our preparation 
groups. Six assessments are currently being conducted by independent social 
workers - no more new assessments will be allocated to independent social workers 
as we are maximising the capacity of the family finding team. 
 
A summary report providing analysis of the child’s journey is provided separately. 

Adopters’ enquiries  

Initial enquiries 
Between 1 April and 31 August 2014, the Adoption Service received 275 new 
enquiries from prospective applicants, including 7 from foster carers, three from 
repeat adopters and one from a relative wishing to adopt. This is 30.3% higher than 
in the same period in 2013/14 (211), though enquiries from repeat adopters and 
foster carers have only been counted since July 2013, when the new two-stage 
process was introduced. Figure 1 shows the number of enquiries received each 
month for the last four financial years. 

Figure 1 
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The highest number of enquiries came from Canterbury (38), Maidstone (31) and 
Tonbridge (29). 4.4% (12) came from outside of Kent’s borders - 5 from Medway, 2 
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from Bromley, 1 from Croydon, 2 from East Sussex, 1 from Hackney and 1 from 
Lewisham. 22 enquirers have not provided us with any address details yet – we get 
the addresses from everyone who attends an information event and the initial 
enquiry team will try and get address details when they are first contacted. If the 
enquiry is by email and the enquirer does not respond when we try to contact them 
back then we it is not possible to get their address details. 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of these enquiries across the authority. 
Figure 2 
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n = 275 

159 (57.8%) of the 275 initial enquiries received have resulted in attendance at an 
information event as of 13 September 2014, and 72 (45.3%) attended within ten 
working days of their enquiry. Of the other 87, 13 failed to attend the information 
event they had originally booked on to, while 74 attended the first information event 
that was convenient for them. Reasons included the location of the event – the 
location of the event is rotated between east, west and central Kent to try to 
accommodate the whole county; or timing – events are now held in the weekday 
evenings, Friday afternoons or Saturday mornings. 

9 households did not need to attend an information event – four foster carer, 1 
relative adopter and two repeat adopter households, along with two prospective first-
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time adopter households who had previously attended an information event, so it 
was decided they did not need to attend another one. 

For the other 106 households, 66 enquiries are now closed as they are not ready to 
proceed at the moment – reasons include families who are still having IVF treatment, 
family concerns or moving house. 29 households are expected to attend an event by 
the end of October and we are in contact with another 12 households to book them 
on to the first event that is convenient for them. 

Formal enquiries 
Between 1 April and 31 August 2014 we received 157 formal enquiries, which took 
an average of 13.8 working days to progress from the initial enquiry to making a 
formal enquiry, either by attending an information event or confirming that they wish 
to apply for assessment. All households were provided with a ROI form within ten 
working days, as per National Minimum Standard (NMS) 10.4. Figure 3 shows the 
number of formal enquiries received each month.  
 
Figure 3 
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Initial visits 

We completed 93 initial visits between 1 April and 31 August 2014, with 80 reports 
(86.0%) written up by the social worker within 3 working days, and 79 (84.9%) 
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signed off within 5 working days of the visit taking place. Of these: 

- Team 1 completed 66 visits and 55 reports were signed off in time (83.3%); 
and  

- Team 2 completed 27 visits and 24 reports were signed off in time (88.9%). 

Performance is monitored each month at the performance surgery. 

Figure 4 shows the trend in the number of initial visits conducted each month since 
last July. There had been a drop in the number of visits in the first four months of the 
year (average of 16.25 per month) but a sudden increase in August (28 visits). 
 
Figure 4 
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ROIs (applications to Stage One) received from prospective adoptive 
households 

78 ROIs were submitted between 1 April and 31 August 2014, including four from 
foster carers and five from repeat adopters (one of whom had previously adopted via 
another authority). Figure 5 shows the trend in the number of ROIs submitted each 
month. 
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Figure 5 
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72 (92.3%) were decided upon within five working days, as per NMS 10.5. For the 
six cases that were not decided upon within five working days, three were due to 
delay by the social worker, one was due to the manager, one was due to more 
information being needed and one was due to investigations into a previous criminal 
conviction. 
 
70 of the 78 ROIs (89.7%) were accepted by the service, and 8 have been rejected: 
one due to health reasons, two due to unsuitable accommodation, one due to the 
previous criminal conviction, one where a birth child that was too young, two who 
needed to stop smoking and one where the couple were not living together when 
they submitted their ROI. We have since reviewed our decision-making, as while the 
guidance does not specify the use of such criteria, professional judgements need to 
be made. 
 
The highest number of ROI submissions came from Ashford (10). Figure 6 shows 
where the applicants live, including 7 from outside Kent (2 from Medway, 1 from 
Bexley, 1 from Bromley, 1 from Hackney and 2 from Surrey). 
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n = 78 

Applications in Stage One 

75 cases completed Stage One between 1 April and 31 August 2014 and all were 
invited to Stage Two. 28 of the 75 (37.3%) completed Stage One within two months, 
as per NMS 10.6. The average time taken to complete Stage One for these cases 
was 88.2 days – the national average for the fourth quarter of 2013/14 was 58 days1. 
The reasons for delays included additional information requested by the medical 
adviser, bereavement and delays with receiving references and applicants having 
their medicals. We urge applicants at information events and initial visits to book 
their medical as quickly as possible after they start Stage One and we are now 
tracking when those appointments are so that we can see if any particular GPs are 
delaying things. 

In addition, 11 households withdrew from Stage One during this period – 6 because 
they decided they were not ready to proceed, one due to medical concerns, two due 
to concerns about their support network, one as they had changed jobs and one due 
to concerns raised by an ex-partner reference. Figure 7 shows the number of cases 
completing Stage One each month. 
                                              
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/adoption-leadership-board-quarterly-data-reports 
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Figure 7 
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At the end of August we had 29 cases in Stage One, 2 of which had been in Stage 
One for more than two months already. For the 2 cases where there have been 
delays, the reasons were: 

- one case there have been delays due to the need for a mental health 
assessment 

- in one case an applicant has a complicated medical history, so the medical 
adviser is seeking more detailed information before providing their advice 

Team managers are now tracking cases more robustly on a weekly basis and are 
being proactive about addressing delays to ensure cases complete Stage One within 
the timescale set, including making calculated decisions if not all the checks and 
references have been completed. For example, a team manager met with health 
colleagues in June to look at how we ensure delays in getting advice from medical 
advisers are eliminated – we now exchange data with NHS colleagues each week to 
help us keep on top of any potential delays in receiving medical advice. In addition, 
social workers have been asked to provide a status update at the four-week point of 
Stage One, giving their manager a summary of any concerns identified so far and 
the actions they will be taking to ensure the application completes Stage One within 
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the two-month timescale. This has resulted in a marked improvement in performance 
in July and August (see Figure 8) 

Figure 8 
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Applications to Stage Two (for assessment) received 
We received 64 new applications to start Stage Two in the first five months of 
2014/15. This is 27.3% less than the number of applications received in the same 
period in 2013/14 (88). 5 of the applications received have been from repeat 
adopters (1 of whom had previously adopted via another authority) and 4 are from 
foster carers – these all skipped Stage One. The other 55 applicants took an 
average of 13.8 days to start Stage Two after completing Stage One, however there 
were still 25 households who had been invited to Stage Two but had not started 
Stage Two by the end of August – 13 will start Stage Two by the end of November. 
One case has been closed between Stage One and Stage Two as they have not 
responded to our invitation to Stage Two. Figure 9 shows the number of applications 
for home assessments we received in each month. 
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Adopters’ background 
The 64 households consisted of 122 individuals: 58 couples, including 7 same-sex 
couples, and 6 single applicants. 

The majority are White British (106, 86.9%), while a further 12 are White non-British. 
The proportion of White applicants is a similar to previous years. One applicant is 
Indian, one is classified as Black Other, one is of mixed ethnic origin and one is of an 
uncategorised ethnic background. None of the applicants are disabled. 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of where the applicants live, including 7 from outside 
Kent (2 from Bromley, 2 from Bexley, 1 from East Sussex, 1 from Southwark and 1 
from Surrey). 
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Applications being assessed 

We had 60 assessments underway at the end of August, 7 of which were being 
conducted under the old style process: 

- one case had been on hold for seven months as an applicant knew there 
would be a positive DBS check and did not want to start the assessment until 
we had reviewed it. They are going to panel in November; 

- one case has been delayed by eight months as an applicant had medical 
issues and did not want us to send out for references until we had resolved 
any concerns relating to their medical condition. The ADM deferred their 
approval on 17 September due to more evidence being needed – a report is 
going to be submitted to the ADM by 26 September; 

- one assessment, conducted by an independent social worker, was much 
delayed and eventually presented to panel in October 2013 and 
recommended for approval but the ADM deferred their decision due to gaps in 
the assessment. We are no longer using that social worker. We changed the 
assessing social worker and the applicants were linked with a child but 
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unfortunately were not selected, which led to the applicants losing their 
motivation to complete the assessment and a manager met with them in 
September and they are withdrawing their application; 

- one case has been delayed by overseas and DBS checks, as well as 
concerns about an applicant’s weight. We had been told by the applicant that 
their DBS check would be positive but it eventually came back clear. The case 
is going to panel in October; 

- one case was due to go to panel in December 2013 but this was postponed 
due to concerns raised by the medical adviser; a panel was then booked for 
March 2014, but again was postponed as the medical concerns had not been 
addressed; they finally went to panel in May 2014 but the decision was 
deferred by the ADM.  An independent social worker reviewed their case and 
a manager visited them on 19 September to discuss the next steps, with the 
plan to go to panel by Christmas; 

- one case was presented to panel in December but the ADM deferred their 
decision and asked a manager to visit the applicants who requested that the 
applicant have a cognitive assessment before a decision was made on 
whether to continue with the application. They are going back to panel in 
September; 

- one case had been on hold for two and half months so that an applicant could 
access counselling. The assessment has taken longer due to the 
unconventional lifestyle of the applicant and the need to be confident that they 
can meet the needs of an adopted child. There is a meeting planned in 
October to determine whether to proceed to panel. 

Two cases were on hold at the end of August: 

- One couple were moving house and restarted in September; 
- One couple had health issues that needed to be addressed and the case 

needs to be closed. 
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Six applications were withdrawn between 1 April and 31 August 2014: 

- one due to work commitments 
- one needed to deal with health concerns of their young birth child 

- one due to a lack of support network; 

- three had a change of mind about adoption; 

Adopters approved  

The Agency Decision Maker approved 53 prospective adoptive households 
between April and August, the same number as in the same period last year. This 
included one approval for Fostering to Adopt. 43 were first-time adoptive 
households, 6 were repeat adopters (including the Fostering to Adopt applicants) 
and 4 were foster carer households. 49 were mixed-sex couples and 4 were same-
sex couples. 97 of the 106 individuals were White British, 2 were of other White 
background, 2 were Black African, 1 was Pakistani, 2 was of mixed ethnicity and the 
other 2 were of a non-categorised ethnicity. Figure 10 shows the trend of approvals 
over the past 4 financial years. 

Figure 10 
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One household was rejected by the ADM, due to late emerging concerns about an 
applicant’s alcohol consumption. 

In addition, three households were de-registered – one due to a change of 
circumstances in their family life meaning they were no longer looking to adopt, one 
as they were moving north, and one who had a placement disrupted and did not 
want to try to adopt another child. 

Compliance with the National Minimum Standards for Adoption 
Pre-1st July applications 
14 of the 53 households approved were assessed under the old process. 3 (23.1%) 
met the NMS requirement of being presented to Adoption panel within 8 months of 
applying. A further two cases would have met the timescale if we took into account 
the time an assessment was on hold for at the request of the applicants. 5 took 
between 8 and 12 months, including one that was on hold for over 4 months; and 5 
took longer than 12 months, including three assessments that had been put on hold, 
one for 10 months, one for 9 months, and one for 3 months. Reasons for delays 
include applicants putting the assessment on hold to move house, investigations into 
a positive DBS check, the social worker losing the PAR due to a technical error and 
having to re-write it, health concerns and redundancy. Any assessments completed 
under the old process are likely to exceed the NMS timescale as we accepted the 
last application back in November – assessments recently completed or still 
underway will have either been put on hold by the applicants or required longer 
assessments due to complexities, as set out in the previous section. 
 
Post-1st July applications 
39 households were approved under the new process. Under the NMS 10.6, ADM 
decisions should be made within four months of the application being accepted. 31 
assessments (79.5%) met this timescale. 7 exceeded the timescale by less than two 
months – one of the assessments was put on hold for six weeks and then completed 
within 4 months, one needed further investigation into financial issues identified 
during the assessment, one needed further investigation into a safeguarding issue 
that was raised during the assessment, one assessment had to be reallocated due to 
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the original social worker going on sick leave, three were due to the assessing social 
workers. One was a repeat adopter who took 9 months due to concerns the medical 
adviser had about the applicant’s health that had to be dealt with during the 
assessment as they had skipped Stage One. 
 
The average time taken to complete these 39 assessments was 117.3 days. The 
national average, for adopters approved, at the end of March 2014 was 113 days1. 
 
Two of the cases being actively assessed under the new style process at the end of 
July had started Stage Two before April and so will exceed the four-month timescale 
when the ADM makes their decision: 

- one involves foster carers looking to adopt a child placed with them but they 
are seeking legal advice as they do not agree with the financial level of 
support being offered by the Council. The assessment is going to panel in 
October; 

- one has needed to take up counselling as a result of several issues, 
concerning the applicant’s childhood and his emotional strength, identified 
during the assessment and will be going to panel in September. 

Kent-approved Adopters matched with looked after children  
54 Kent-approved households were approved for a match with 67 children in the first 
five months of the year, including four foster carer households. The non-foster carer 
households were matched on average 114.6 days (within 4 months) after they were 
approved to be adopters. The national average for new matches in the fourth quarter 
of 2013/14 was 124 days1. 23 (46.9%) were matched within 3 months of being 
approved; a further 19 (38.8%) were matched within 6 months of being approved, 
with 7 matched more than 6 months after being approved. 

Children from other local authorities placed with Kent-approved adopters 
Between April and August, four households have had a child placed for adoption 
where the child was from another local authority (Bradford, East Sussex, Medway 
and Westminster). The inter agency fee for two of these matches was £27,000 
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(single child from a consortium partner); for one match it was £29,700 (single child 
from a London authority); and the other match was also £27,000 (a sibling group of 
two children from a consortium partner). 
 
Approved Adopters who have not yet adopted a child 

At the end of August we had 59 approved households where a child had not yet 
been placed for adoption, including 4 who had been matched with a child. A further 
10 have since been approved for a match with a child and 7 more households are 
now selected for a match with a child and booked to go to panel in October. There is 
also one household matched with a child but there have been delays in the court 
granting a placement order, so a panel is not yet booked. Two are on hold, due to 
family illness and moving house; and one was de-registered in September as they 
were having a baby. 

Of the remaining 34 households, 16 had been approved for less than three months, 
7 for between 3 to 6 months, and 8 for more than 6 months. For the 11 who had 
been waiting more than 6 months: 

- one has not been selected for two children they were shortlisted for and do 
not wish to be referred to the National Adoption Register yet; 

- one had not been actively looking as they were moving house and are now 
ready to start. They will be attending the Activity Day in September; 

- one has not been selected for two children they were shortlisted for, and for 
one child they were shortlisted but then chose not to proceed. They have 
asked not to be referred to the National Adoption Register as they would like 
to adopt a child from Kent; 

- one has been referred to the National Adoption Register, and they have 
expressed an interest in a child currently on the register from another local 
authority that the social worker is following up on; 

- one had been linked with a child but were not selected. They have since 
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expressed an interest in a child they identified at the coffee morning in July 
and will follow this up at the Activity Day in September. They do not wish to be 
referred to the National Adoption Register yet; 

- one has shown an interest in several children, from Kent and from ‘Be My 
Parent’, though nothing has progressed so far, and does not want to be 
referred to the National Adoption Register yet. They have a birth child which is 
making it harder to match them; 

- one has expressed an interest a few children and attended several events but 
not followed up on any. They have been referred to the National Adoption 
Register 

- one has been referred to the National Adoption Register having been linked 
with a number of children in Kent but not progressing their interest. The team 
managers met with them to review their expectations in July and the search 
continues; 

- one had been matched with a child in October 2013 but it fell through before 
the child was placed as they did not feel the child was the right one for them. 
They still wanted to adopt but have not expressed an interest in any other 
Kent children since and have been referred to the National Adoption Register. 
They were linked with a child from another authority but the other authority did 
not want to follow it up. A manager reviewed their approval in August. They 
will be attending the adoption activity day in September; 

- one had been on hold from matching due to a bereavement and were linked 
to  a child but were not selected. They have been referred to the National 
Adoption Register; 

- one had been linked with a couple of pairs of siblings but were not selected 
for either, and have since expressed interested in a child from Wales. A 
manager will meet with them in September to discuss how to move forward. 
They have been referred to the National Adoption Register 
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We track the approved and waiting adopters on a weekly basis, and hold linking 
meetings every fortnight to review the adopters and children waiting. Managers also 
maintain a folder with profiles of each adopter so that these can be quickly shared 
with the social workers of any potential links. Managers are also in the process of 
creating profiles that can be circulated nationally. 

There have been issues with referring families to the consortium, and consortium 
managers met in September and decided that families would no longer be referred to 
consortium members via the website. It was agreed that co-operation among the 
members needs to be more focused and the next managers’ meeting will review this. 

Yashi Shah, Interim Head of Adoption Service and Improvement, Coram, Kent CC 
Kevin Yong, Senior Data Analyst, Coram 
26 September 2014 
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Summary Statistics, August 2014 
The data we have used to analyse this is manually collected and therefore is un-
validated. We have requested monthly reports from MIU to provide validated data 
from Liberi but these are still being created by MIU. This means we do not have 
accurate data on children’s disabilities and so are unable to fully report on this. 

• Between 1st April and 31st August 2014 83 children were adopted – on average 
16.6 Adoption Orders per month. This is 33.9% greater than the 62 adoptions 
achieved in the same period 2013/14. It took on average 7.0 months for the 
Adoption Order to be granted from when a child had been placed. 

• The average time taken from entering care to being placed for adoption, for the 
83 children adopted so far this year, was 535.2 days, compared with 650 days 
for the whole of 2013/14. The national average for 2013/14 is estimated at 581 
days, though the target threshold set by government for 2013-2016 is 426 days. 

• The average time taken from receiving legal authority to place a child for adoption 
(Placement Order) to the Agency Decision Maker (ADM) agreeing a match with 
an adoptive family, for 83 children adopted so far this year under a Placement 
Order, was 212.2 days compared with 225.4 days in 2013/14. The national 
average in 2013/14 is estimated at 221 days though the target threshold set by 
government for 2013-2016 is 121 days. 

• On 31th August 2014, 99 children were placed for adoption but not yet 
adopted, 74 of whom had been placed with their adoptive families for less than 
six months. 

• For the 25 who had been placed for more than 6 months, applications for 
adoption had been submitted to the courts for 20 of them – 8 of these 
applications had been submitted more than 3 months earlier 

• Between 1st April and 31st August 64 children were placed with an adoptive 
family - on average 12.8 children per month. This is 6.7% more than the 60 
placements in the same period in 2012/13. These children had been in care for 
an average of 540.5 days. In addition, one child was placed in a Fostering to 
Adopt placement. 

• 60 children were placed with Kent approved adopters, of whom 7 were with Kent 
foster carers and 2 were placed with families who had previously adopted a 
sibling. A further 1 child was placed with voluntary agency adopters (Action for 
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Children), 2 children with another local authority (Hounslow, West Sussex) and 1 
child was placed with Consortium adopters (Medway). 

• 46 children were placed for adoption on their own and 18 were placed with 
siblings, including 12 children in 6 sibling groups of two and 6 children in two 
sibling groups of three. 

• For 62 of the 64 children placed the authority had been granted a Placement 
Order and these children were placed on average within 214 days of their 
Placement Order being granted. The two other children were relinquished babies. 

• Between 1st April and 31st August 2014 the Agency Decision Maker agreed 
matches for 66 children. 60 children were matched with Kent approved 
adopters, of whom 7 were matched with Kent foster carers. The authority had 
been granted Placement Orders for 64 of these children and the match was 
approved by an ADM an average of 209.4 days after the PO. 

• In July 2014 the National Minimum Standards were amended to include a target 
that panel are presented with a prospective match for a child within six months of 
the Agency Decision Maker deciding that the child should be placed for adoption. 
For the 70 children with a placement order for whom a match was presented to 
panel between 1st April and 31st August, this target was met for 23 children 
(32.9%). 

• Between 1st April and 31st August 2014 36 children were granted a Placement 
Order (only 3 were granted in August), a 55.6% fall compared with 81 granted in 
the same period in 2012/13. This suggests there could be less than 90 POs 
granted this year. Nationally there was a fall of 54% in placement orders between 
the second quarter of 2013/14 (1,570) and the first quarter of 2014/15 (850). 

• 22 of these children (61.1%) were aged one or under (51.2% in 2013/14), 12 
(33.3%) were aged between 2 and 5 (37.2% in 2013/14) and 2 (5.6%) were aged 
5 and over (11.6% in 2013/14). The proportion of children who are White British 
has remained static at 86.1% (86.6% in 2013/14). However the proportion of boys 
has increased significantly – 75% so far this year compared with 53.7% last year. 
27 children are to be placed individually, 8 in 4 sibling groups of 2 and 1 child is 
to be placed in a sibling group of 3, with the two other siblings granted a PO last 
year. 
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• On 31st August 2014, 71 children were waiting to be placed with an adoptive 
family. This includes children who were matched or ‘linked’ with a family, as well 
as those for whom active family finding was being pursued and for whom plans 
were due to change.  

•  8 of the 71 children have since been placed with a family and another 8 
children have since been matched with a family 

• 26 of the 71 children have families selected for a match, including 9 children with 
whom the match was with their foster carer, 1 child has a relative being assessed 
to adopt them and 1 child has been placed with their prospective adopters on a 
fostering basis in the USA. 

• 4 of the 71 children are linked with potential families. One is less than a year old, 
two are aged 3 and one is aged 5. All are White British and three have some 
level of developmental delay. Two of the children are siblings who we are looking 
to place together. 

• We are still actively family finding for 25 children, 5 of whom have been waiting 
less than 4 months since their placement order was granted. 3 child had been 
waiting between 4 and 6 months at the end of August; 8 had been waiting 
between 6 and 12 months; 8 had been waiting between one to two years; and 1 
had been waiting more than 2 years. 

• 2 of the 25 children are aged 1 or under, 15 are aged 2 to 4 and 9 are aged 5 or 
over. 18 of the children are boys. These children include 8 sibling groups of 2 
children that we are looking to place together. 1 child is from a mixed ethnic 
background and another 3 are White and Black Caribbean; the rest are White 
British. 5 have an identified disability and 16 of the other children have a 
developmental delay or health concern. 18 are boys, 7 are girls. 

• Between 1st April and 31st August 2014, 14 children’s plans were changed from 
adoption. 

• On 31st August 2014, 16 children were in care proceedings with an agency 
decision for adoption but no Placement Order, 2 of which had been waiting 5 
months since the best interest decision, 1 for 3 months, 3 for 2 months, 5 for 1 
month and 5 for less than a month.  

• Between 1st April and 31st August 2014 the Agency Decision Maker agreed the 
plan for adoption for 36 children, a 63.3% fall compared with 98 in the same 
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period in 2013/14. Nationally there was a decrease of 47% from the second 
quarter of 2013/14 (1,800) to the first quarter of 2014/15 (1,100). 

• 72.2% of children were aged 1 or under (59.8% last year), 19.4% were aged 2 to 
4 (30.7% last year), 8.3% were aged 5 or over (9.5% last year). 

 

Meeting scorecard thresholds 

There are two key indicators in the Adoption Scorecard that the government have set 
thresholds against. 

A1: the time taken from a child entering care to being placed with an adoptive family 

A2: the time taken from the court granting legal authority to place a child for adoption 
to when the authority approves a match with an adoptive family. 

The thresholds are measured over a rolling three-year period, based on children 
adopted in that period, and are as follows1: 

Financial years Indicator 1 threshold (months) Indicator 2 threshold (months) 
2010 to 2013 20 6 
2011 to 2014 18 5 
2012 to 2015 16 4 
2013 to 2016 14 4 

Kent’s performance in 2010-13 was 23.1 months (A1) and 6.9 months (A2), 
exceeding the thresholds set of 20 and 6 months respectively. 

For 2011-14 our estimated performance is 22.4 months (A1) and 7.6 months (A2), 
again exceeding the respective thresholds of 18 and 5 months. This will be 
confirmed when government publishes the 2011-14 scorecard this winter. 

For 2012-15, we are currently forecasting performance to be 21.2 months (A1) and 
7.8 months (A2), against thresholds of 16 and 4 months respectively. 

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/adoption-scorecards-and-thresholds-published 
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2013/14 is the first year that will be included in the 2013-16 performance 
calculations. Our estimated performance for that year was 21.4 months (A1) and 7.4 
months (A2). Our forecast for 2014/15 is 19.7 months (A1) and 8 months (A2). Given 
these figures, we know that we will not meet the thresholds for 2013-16.  

Our performance will be exacerbated by a small number of children who have faced 
exceptional circumstances. For example: 

- one child who came into care in 2008/9 and a PO was granted in 2009/10, 
has been placed with relatives in a long term fostering placement in the US 
until they are able to formally adopt the child. It was a very complicated legal 
process to achieve the fostering placement 

- two children had disrupted placements (one placed in 2012/13, the other in 
2013/14) and one child had a match fall through during introductions in 
2013/14. They have all since been matched again. 

- One child has had a PO since 2011, a year after being taken into care, but 
has significant developmental delay and health issues that have made it very 
challenging to find an adoptive family 

- One child entered care in 2012 but we are still waiting for the court to grant a 
PO following the ADM BI is March 2014. We have a family interested in 
adopting this child but the delays are putting this at risk. 

We will continue to search for an adoptive family for all such children for as long as 
that is the right plan for them, which will mean that once they are placed and adopted 
the timescales for these children will have a significant impact on our reported 
performance. 

It should be noted that our underlying performance is improving though: 

- 130 of 164 children granted a PO in 2013/14 had been matched by the end of 
August, taking an average of 5 months (28 children are still to be matched); 
157 of the 190 children a PO in 2012/13 had been matched by the end of 
August, taking an average of 7.1 month, with 6 more children still to be 
matched; 
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- For 169 children placed in 2013/14, they had waited an average of 7.4 months 
since their PO was granted, while for 142 children placed in 2012/13, this was 
8.8 months; 

The authority is reliant on placement orders being granted in a timely manner if it is 
to meet the 14-month timescale set by government. In theory, POs need to be 
granted with 9 months of a child entering care, as this leaves 4 months for matching 
a child and 1 month to then place them. In 2012/13, the 190 POs were granted an 
average of 14 months after a child entered care, while in 2013/14 this was 10 
months for the 164 POs granted. Despite this, the proportion of children waiting less 
than 14 months between entering care and moving in with their adoptive family has 
been steadily increasing, from 22.4% in 2011/12 to 36.4% in 2013/14 and 43% at the 
end of August. 

The key area the Adoption Service is focusing on is family finding, in particular the 
speed at which we progress from linking a family with a child to matching them at 
panel. We are in the process of gathering data on this to determine where things can 
be sped up – for example reducing the time between a family being identified and 
being visited by a social worker. In addition we are working with Newton Europe, as 
part of their wider work with Specialist Children’s Services, to speed up the whole 
child’s journey. One key element to improving performance will be IROs monitoring 
the delivery of government targets and national minimum standards. 
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